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Mich condition!

they may be given a

BOER ENVOY.
Object of Their Vitit to the United

Statet,

Repeal

Bill

Passed by

the House.
Taft's Testimony Regarding
the Philippines.
Object of the Visit of Boer Delegates
to This Country.

Paris. Feb. 17. Dr. Leyds. European
agent of the Boers, now in this city,
was questioned by the Associated
Press correspondent today regarding
the object of the mission to the United
States of the Boer delegates, Wessels
and Wolmarans. He replied that they
were merely going to America in response to Invitations from American
with a view to reaching arrangement for distribution of funds
and other assistance contributed by
the people of the United State9.
In other quarters, however, the impression obtains that the Journey was
prompted by developments of the
controversy as to the
attitude of the powers previous to the
war, which, the
members of the Boer delegation believe, has produced a change of sentiment in the United States toward
Great Britain on account of the
action, attributed to Lord
Pauncefote, British ambassador at
Washington, in April, 1898. The Boers
hope to utilize this supposed revulsion
of feeling in iv endeavor to get the
United States ;overnment to modify
its attitude toward mediation.

OF THE DANISH ISLANDS.

Washington, Feb. 17. There was a
large attendance in the house today
in anticipation of the debate of the bill
to repeal the war revenue taxes. Just
prior to the assembling of the house
the committee on the rules agreed
upon a special rule for the special consideration of the bill, which it was
thought would be brought to a vote at
4 o'clock tomorrow.
Dalzell, from the committee on rules,
presented the special order, and said
the bill was one on which there was
practical unanimity of sentiment on
both sides of the house.
Underwood, of Alabama, also of the
committee on rules, protested against
the adoption of the rule, not, he said,
because it provided for the consideration of the bill to reduce the taxation,
but because it prevented Individual
members from exercising taeir own
judgment or from carrying out the
wishes of their constituents as to what
portion of the excessive taxes should
be repealed. It was not advisable to
repeal an inheritance tax, which' was
levied on the class not reached by the
other taxation. Underwood said he did
not think the general tariff revision
should be made because such a revision, whether good or bad, would unsettle the present conditions and might
lead to disorder. He thought the proper method of reducing the duties at
this time should be through the reciprocity agreements which were made in
pursuance of congressional enactment,
and he Bent to the clerk's desk an
amendment representing his ideas in
this particular.
Ball, of Texas, denounced the rule
as but another step in parliamentary
evolution by which Individualism in
the house was being crushed and a few
men enthroned as autocrats to dominate its will.
Ball said that it was reported in the
papers that the president had been
converted to view the "iron hand" necessary to prevent the wholesale revision of the tariff.
Babcock, of Wisconsin, said he did
not believe in complicating the repeal
bill with other tariff matters, but at
the first opportunity he would press
his measure to amend the steel schedule.
Cannon, of Illinois, argued in favor
of the adoption of the rule in order
that the war taxes might be repealed.
Richardson offered a motion to recommit the rule. The speaker sustained
a point of order against the motion and
Richardson appealed from the decision
and upon roll call, the chairman was

sustained 165 to 123.
The rule was auopted by a vote of
158 to 120. Thereupon Richardson, the
minority leader, said:
"In view of the fact that we are not
permitted to amend the pending bill,
and in view of the fact that two days'
debate will be absolutely fruitless under this rule, I ask unanimous consent
that the bill be put upon its passage
now." (Applause on loth sides). The
speaker put the request. The members
looked at each other with amazement.
Not a sound was heard. "There is no
objection." announced the speaker.
"The clerk will read the bill." Both
sides of the house joined In the ringing applause that followed. The clerk
then began to read the bill.
The verbal committee amendments
were agreed to, and the yeas and nays
taken on its passage. The bill was
passed unanimously, 278 members voting aye.
The house adjourned at 2:50 p. m.
TAFT'S TESTIMONY.
For the Government of the
Philippine Islands.
Washington, Feb. 17. Governor Taft
in his testimony before the senate committee on the Philippines, today,
stated more succinctly than heretofore
his theory, which is, he said, also the
theory of the Philippine commission
what congress should do in the way of
supplying the Philippine people with a
form of government. His plan is first
to give the people a qualified suffrage
with the gradual growth of popular
government, which should be enlarged
through education in the English language and American institutions. Second, to institute within a reasonably
short time a local legislature to consist ot two bodies, one to be chosen
by vote, the other to be appointive.
Third, to permit the Islands to send
two or three representatives to Washington. To grant independence would,
he thought, have the effect of consigning 90 per cent, of the uneducated people in the islands to the same servile
position that they held under Spanish
rule. He thought there should be a declaration on the part of the United
States of its intention to hold the islands indefinitely, with the understanding that when they are suitable, for
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President of Suffrage Association.
Feb. 17. DeBaku,
Washington, Feb. 17. Mrs. Carrie
tails are slowly arriving at Baku from Chapman Catt was elected president of
Shamacka, and show that 2,000 per- the National Woman Suffrage associasons, mostly women and children, per- tion for the ensuing year.
ished In the earthquake last week.
All old officers were
with
Four thousand houses were destroyed. one exception.

by a Mob

ROBBED.

Trans-Caucasi-

villages in the country surrounding Shamacka also Buffered. To
add to the terrors of the neighborhood,
the volcano near the village of Marasy,
eastward of Shamacka, has broken into
active eruption. A great crevasse appeared, from whence immense flames
and streams of lava are being thrown
out.
The course of the river
is altered in consequence. Its
ted being dammed with earth disturbed
by the earthquake.
Battalions of
guards and detachments of soldiers
with tents have been dispatched to
Snamacka to aid in tne rescue, and
societies are active in alleviating
Thirty-fou- r

Treaty for Purchase Favored by the
Senate.
Washington, Feb. 17. Upon conclusion of routine business the senate
went into executive session to consider
the treaty providing for acquisition of
the Danish West Indies.
Bacon proposed an amendment eliminating a paragraph of the treaty giving authority to congress to fix the
civil and political rights of the Inhabitants, but It was voted down by a viva
voce vote. Cullom then explained the
DAUGHTER3 OF SOMEBODY.
provisions of the treaty In detail. A
resolution to ratify was adopted with- Society of Daughters of the Revolution
out division. The senate, in open sesHolding Convention.
sion, resumed consideration of the bill
Washington, Feb. 17. The eleventh
making the census bureau permanent. continental
congress of the national society of Daughters of the American
STATEHOOD NOT YET.
Revolution convened here today. About
800 delegates are present. The con- irrena hna lipfnrp it mnnv matters of
importance
to the welfare of the daugh.
Refuses
Raynolds
Officer
Territorial
ters. These include the erection or a
continental memorial hall in this city,
to Talk.
the adjustment of internal disputes
among some of the western chapters,
needed amendments to the constituNEW MEXICO TO WAIT.
tion and projects for securing pensions
for needy "Daughters," whose fathers
were actual fighters In the colonial
congress
In the conduct of the governmental struggle with England. The president
by
the
to
order
was
called
affairs of New Mexico, Governor Otero
He is J. W. general, Mrs. Charles W. Fairbanks,
has an able coadjutor.
from InRaynolds, of Santa Fe, recently con wife of United States senator
every
daughter
upon
urged
who
diana,
firmed as territorial secretary, saya the
the cultivation In the highest degree of
Denver Post.
to the
Secretary Raynolds is at the Brown reverence for law, and devotion
of the interests
hotel, where he and his wife will so flag and preservation
journ for a day or two. Mr. Raynolds in general of the organization.
is modest, unassuming and yet very
Robbed Gambling Establishment
engaging withal. He is but 28 years of
Des Moines, Iowa, Feb. 17. A speage, yet he has an air of quiet certitude
the News from Clinton says
alxut him that usually goes with great cial to
two masked
er maturity of years. He was gradu that early this morning
men at the point of revolvers, held up
ated with honors from the Massachu- Flanigan's
gambling establishment and
setts Institute of Technology three
twelve,
years ago, and had thoroughly fitted robbed the inmates, numbering
himself for the profession of mining of money and valuables amounting to
engineering, when the president ap- $2,000.
pointed him to his present position.
STEEL CORPORATION.
Two weeks ago the senate confirmed
the appointment.
Combine Satisfied With the
Big
Mr. Raynolds is a son of Jefferson The
Condition of Things.
Raynolds, president of the First Na
New York. Feb. 17. The annual
tional bank of Las Vegas, one of the meeting
of the stockholders of the
most
prominent United States
ablest financiers and
corporation was
Secretary held at HoliokenSteel
citizens of New Mexico.
today. More than 75
qualRaynolds has his father's sterling
cent, of the stock was voted in
ities and enjoys a popularity that is per
all acts and con
wide and well deserved.
organidirectors
of
the
tracts
. since the
.. tir
.
...
"The outlook for New Mexico was zatftln' or me corporation,
reuiimijr
never better," said Mr. Raynolds. "A 1901.
number of railroads are building into
Agreements with J. P. Morgan & Co.,
our territory, and there Is a prospect syndicate
managers, including final
that several trunk lines will be built, settlement and mutual release, were
and these will open up mineral and approved.
election of directors as
timber districts heretofore untouched.'' heretofore The
was ratified.
announced
Mr. Raynolds did not care to talk of
By laws as amended were approved,
New Mexico's prospects for statehood, Including
a change in date, beginning
but J. H. Purdy, of Santa Fe, who was
fiscal year on January 1, so as to
also at the Brown hotel, said: '"iuere the
correspond with the calendar year.
is a wide divergence of opinion on the
subject of statehood. The talk one
English Bank Robbers.
hears in public places is largely for
London, Feb. 17. When the charges
statehood, but In quiet places where against the men accused of participamen talk privately together and 'heart tion in the robbery of the bank of
to heart,' as the phrase goes, grave Liverpool were brought up for a heardoubt are expressed that the territory ing in the Old Bailey today. Thomas
The P. Goudie, bookkeeper, pleaded guilty.
is ready to try
house of representatives la known to "Dick" Burge. pugilist; F. T. Kelly,
favor the proposition, but the attitude lx)okmaker. and Stiles, another bookof the senate is considered to be cold, maker, charged with complicity, pleadif not actually antagonistic, and I ed not guilty.
hardly believe that even the most sanguine advocates of statehood expect
Death of Inventor.
the admission of New Mexico at this
Quincy, 111.. Feb. 17. George Vertell,
time."
inventor of incubators and hay presses,
died laBt night at Pinta. Ariz., on the
to
The Shop Boy Won,
train crossing the desert en route
About 500 people congregated on the Quincy. He was suffering from Bright s
vacant lots on West Gold avenue yes- disease, and had spent the winter on
terday afternoon to see the Santa Fe his ranch in California. He was bom
Pacific team wipe up the ground with in Germany 72 years ago. and amassed
the Barelas uall team to the tune of 17 a large fortune by his inventions.
to 11. The weather was ideal and the
Adverse Decision.
sport was fine, quite a number of grand
Omaha, Neb.. Feb. 17. Officials of
stand plays being made on both sides.
adThe Barelas team was composed of the Union Pacific have decided comof the
players considerably larger than the versely to the proposition Commercial
kids and some old experienced players, mittee of the Salt I.ke
off
but claim were defeated through the club, to have a road built to ofcut the
absence of several f their strong across the southern irstead
players and the weakness of the sub- northern end of Salt Lake.
stitutes. Shepard did the pitching for
Gen. Funston.
the kids and his work was fine, strikCity, Feb. 17. General FunKansas
ing out eleven of the Barelas team.
has entirely recovered irom his
Lujan and Pad ilia took turns in ston
operation, and will be disrecent
pitching for the Barelas and only suc- charged from
the hospital tomorrow.
ceeded in fanning two men.
The shop boys are highly elated over
Miss Stowell Entertained.
yesterday's vic tory and will come out
Miss Ixjla Stowell entertained a few
next Saturday afternoon, Washington's high school friends at her home on
birthday, in new suits, to play the old South Broadway Saturday night in a
town team on the diamond at the fair very charming manner. Besides the
grounds.
exchanging of Valentines which creat
Geon-chaik- a

dls-res-

-

i

t.

Coast.

Death of a Lawyer.
Chicago, Feb. 17. Word was re- Negro Minstrel Haneed
ceived here today of the death in New
in Missouri.
York city last night of Edward S.
Islium, senior member of Isham. Lincoln & Beale, and one of Chicago's
most eminent lawyers, of heart failure.
STREET RAILWAY OFFICE

Annual Convention of the Daughter

GAMING RESORT

Presidential Appointments.

OIL STORM.

Receivers Public Moneys C. Frost,
Liggilt. Lamar, Colo.; C. A. Smith,
Salt Lake City. Utah.

troyed at Shamacka.

of

Sweeps Up the Atlantic

the senate:
Postmaster Colorado:
er, Las Animas.

Four Thousand Houses Des-

Anglo-Germa- n

ed considerable amusemeni, the evening was spent with games and music,
both vocal and Instrumental. Dainty
refreshments were served. Those
present were Misses Daisy and Rose
Huntzinger, Bessie Ronton, lone Albright. Rnd Messrs. Ward Anderson.
Will Pratt. Kd Strumquist. Lawson
Auld, Carl Holman.
Washington. Feb. li. The president
has sent the following nominations to

pro-Boer-

Spanish-America-

PURCHASE

Two Thousand People

NUMBER 73

.

I

Oil Exchange.
Denver. Colo., Feb. 17. The vestern
Oil association exchange for trading of
o.. stocks opened today with good attendance and much enthusiasm. Sixteen companies are already listed.

Resume Work.

Washington, Feb. 17. The severe
storm which started on the Florida
coast last Friday night, and raged
along the coast in a northward direction. Is now central off the coast of
New Jersey, according to the weather
bureau reports. At New York city the
official reports show a wind velocity of
thirty-eigh- t
miles an hour, which is expected to Increase to sixty miles before the day is over. The storm is Increasing In fury as It moves north
through New York state and the New
England states, and in its wake during
or thlrty-slthe next twenty-fou-r
hours, according to bureau predictions,
will be heavy snows. At Boston, the
r
wind attained a velocity of
miles an hour this morning. There Is
no snow fall south of New Jersey to-

Trieste, Austria, Feb. 17. Strikers
here resumed work today, their demands having been conceded.
Census Bureau.
Washington. Feb. 17. The senate
passed the bill providing for a perma- day.
nent census bureau.
BLIZZARD IN CONNECTION.
TO PENITENTIARY.
SENTENCED
New Haven. Conn., Feb. 17. The
El Paso's "Count" Convicted of Biga- most severe snow storm of the season.,
nearly approaching the proportions of
my and Sentenced.
Four years in the state penitentiary a blizzard, begun in Connecticut this
is the penalty the jury fixed last night morning.
In the case of the state of Texas
NEGRO LYNCHED.
agalitBt Rudolph de Lucenay.
It took the jurors twenty minutes Negro Minstrel Hanged By a Mob In
to arrive at this conclusion, returning
Missouri.
their verdict at 9:15.
New Madrid. Mo., Feb. 17. Last
The "count" received his sentence in night masked men overpowered the
the same calm manner that has mark-e- jailer and hanged Louis Wright, a
his conduct throughout the trial, negro. Richard & Prlngles negro minlasted from 2 o'clock Friday
whic'
gave an entertainment here on
afternoon. He shov.ed no emotion strels
Saturday night. An altercation arobe
whatever.
the musicians and some white
Many of the ladies who hare been between
boys. Several boys undertook to take
constant visitors at the court room the musicians out. A negro on the
since the case was opened, were very stage began to shoot. Several whites
much disappointed over the result, and in the audience were hit, but no one
several shook hands with the little was seriously hurt. All the negroes
fellow and expressed their sympathy were put in jail and as a result of the
at his, misfortune.
examination the name of the one who
During Attorney Cobb's argument, did the shooting was discovered. He
when he spoke of the defendant as be was lynched and others will be re
ing a stranger in a strange land, far leased. Several of the prisoners were
away from his native shores, without badly beaten on Saturday night
a friend to come to his assistance except the attorneys who were defending
Street Railway Office Robbed.
him without hope of reward, the
Springfield, Mass., Feb. 17. Two
"count" was visibly moved, and tears safes in the street railway office at
sprang to his eyes. For several min- Northampton were blown up early this
utes he kept his handkerchief to his morning and $1,300 taken. Five maskface.
ed men held up the watchman, and
A few minutes after the jury had kept him covered by revolvers while
given the verdict the "count" was es- they worked the safes.
corted back to the county jail. This
week he will be tried on the charge of
Police Court.
false swearing. El Paso Times.
Police court this morning was a busy
place and Judge Crawford dealt out
COMMENCED BUYING ORE.
Judgments with the strong arm of the
more than a tiozen cases.
law
The Time Is Approaching When the ' G. inP. Sleek, the man who was arrestCerrillos Smelter Will be Operated. ed Saturday night for carrying a deadThe Bmelter at Cerrillos has com- ly weapon was tae moBt important
menced buying ore. The tramway is case tried this morning and he was
completed, the track scale Is in place given sixty days In tue county jail.
and the ore bins are ready for use.
John Smith was fined $5 for comThere will be some delay in starting mitting
a nuisance.
the smelter on account of the lack of
Three young men, John Doe, Richwater, but a well Is being drifted toPoe and Jlmmie Crow by name,
ward the arroyo and Is now down 106 ard
disturbing the peace
feet. It Is thought that ample water pleaded guilty of
will he secured through it. Two beau- and were fined $5 each.
One Mounese was given five days for
tiful residences are being built for Suand disorderly.
perintendent J. L. Wells and Book- being drunk
John Woodman, Willie Arel and Joe
keeper Brown.
Young, vagrants, were given five days
respectively and are shoveling dirt on
No Statehood.
Hon. H. B. Fergusson, who was back South Edith street.
The Judge also settled a neighbor
In Washington and other eastern cities
working for railroads and other enter hood quarrel which occurred in dog
prises of interest to the people of New town Sunday morning.
Mexico, has returned to the city. He
A Residence for Judge Baker.
thinks everything down on the boards
Col. H. H. Tilton has purchased four
to come to New Mexico in the next
fronting on Twelfth and Tljeras
twelve months will surely come, "but," lots will
have built on the site a modand
continued Mr. Fergusson, "I fear for ern
combination brick and stone resistatehood. I think the politicians have dence
of elegant design, which, when
killed statehoon for New Mexico for
occupied by Judge
Rome time and especially this session." complete, will be
Benjamin S. Baker and family. The
edifice will be up to date In all reA $5,000 Suit for Breach of Promise.
Miss Candelaria Duran has filed a spects, steam heat, etc., and will be
breach of promise suit in San Miguel built to suit Judge Baker. In considercounty district court against Jacobo C. ation ot the fact that the building will
Brancn, stating that the defendant on be erected to conform to his Idea of
November 3. 1897, and at various times comfort and convenience the Judge has
since that date, up to and including taken a long term lease on the propJanuary 9, had promised to marry her. erty, which will be constructed under
hhe alleges that he now refuses to per- the supervision of Architect J. L. La
form his promise, although a reason- Driere. The cost of the Improvements
able time has elapsed, and she asks for w.U be approximately $4,5oo.
$5,000 damages.
A Plasterer Hurt.
This morning while plasterers were
Brands the Lie.
A story appearing in the St. Louis at work on the ceiling of Wm. Farr's
of recent uate gives an new building on South Second street,
utterly false account of a desperate the scaffolding on which they were
hold-uthat never occurred at Santa standing collapsed, precipitating the
Rosa. The dispatch bore a Roswell workmen to the floor. W. B. Lambkin,
date line. A Las Vegas gentleman who one of the workmen engaged, was
has Interests at Santa Rosa has a bruised by coming in contact with a
letter from Roswell in which a prom- chicken coop and was conveyed to his
inent citizen there declares he has home on South Broadway. A physicthoroughly investigated the matter ian was sumioned, who made an exand that he knows for a certainty amination, which disclosed the fact
that no dispatch was sent out from that the injuries sustained, while painfrom Roswell. Optic.
ful, were not of a serious nature.
Charles Conway, a tough citizen,
Old landmark Going.
worked old man William Carson out of
J. A. Harlan, superintendent
of
$4 this afternoon and was thrown in bridges and uulldings on this division
the city Jail.
of the Santa Fe, with headquarters at
x

forty-fou-

n

Post-Dispatc-

San Marcial, has a gang of men busy
today wrecking the old red building
that has done service for the last
twenty years as the Santa Fe railway
depot, and expects to have the ground
cleared by tomorrow night,
hence it had to go.
The two ticket agents, Messrs. Harding and Dolan, likewise the other employes, are of course happy In their
new quarters, but It will take a few
weeks for them to get acquainted with
the newness of the surroundings.
BOUNDARY LINE.

Santa Fe County Cuts Into Chilill Precinct.
John L. Zimmerman and surveying
party have made a survey of the south
line of Santa Fe county, and claim that
the correct line is four miles farther
south than heretofore supposed. The
new survey takes in six of Mcintosh's
sheep ranches and the Morlarty ranch.
The 'and Is not worth much at present
for taxable purposes, but when the
Santa Fe Central road is built it may
become valuable. This county should
investigate th!s survey. The Zimmerman party notified the ranchmen on
the four mile Rtrlp to stop paying
taxes in Bernalillo county.
Of Course Family Sheets.
married man was this morning purchasing some household necessities at one of the leading dry goods
A young

stores and among other things called

for sheets. On being questioned as to
the size desired, his response was:
"Size? Why family size, of course."

The shopper subsequently admitted it
was his first experience In mang
such purchases, and was almost
stumped for an answer until suddenly
fie remembered that resaurant bills of
fare, designated steaks as "single" and
"family size," and he thought the custom applied to steaks would work all
right on sheets.

Jim Is Sick.
New York, Feb. 17. James J. Jeffries, champion heavyweight pugilist,
is sick of grippe, but getting along
nicely.

THEY HAVE RETURNED.
Party Visited the San Diego Land
'
Grant.
.

A DELIGHTFUL

TRIP,

On Tuesday last a party composed
of Hon. Amado Chaves, of Santa Fe,
and A. B. McMillen, Rummers Burk-har- t.
H. P. Owen and Fred. Otero start;
ed for Jemez hot springs for the purpose of holding court at a convenient
place for many of the claimants under
the grantees in the Carton de San
Diego land grant to testify as to their

holdings under the grant. This grant
Is a tract situate in the northwest part
of Bernalillo county, comprising la
area more than ten miles square.
Leaving Bernalillo station at 11 o'clock
a. m., a first rate
team, under masterly handling of the ribbons
by Fred. Otero, brought the party to
Block's hotel at Jemez hot springs at
7:30 in the evening.
The canon itself is a wonderful sight,
in contour a perfect V, perhaps not
more than 200 or 300 yards wide atvthe
base, rising to an altitude of 2,000 feet,
and a mile and a half across at the top,
and In a distance ot twelve miles accessible at only two places on either
side. Several hundred yards from J.
B. Block's hotel are the renowned hot
springs, carrying many minerals In solution, and different springs in a radius
of a few hundred feet vary in temperature from 40 degrees to 185 degrees,
or very close to the boiling point. A
modern bath house, fitted with porcelain tubs and cement flooring, receive
the waters fresh from the springs at
any temperature desired, and if the
legends of the place be true, the waters
have robbed rheumatic and kidney diseases of all their terrors. But the
most picturesque object of interest is
the Boda dam located a mile or more
north of the spring, the soda In the
lapse of ages having formed a barrier
25 feet high clear across the canon.
The top of the dam Is perforated with
small soda springs which make a
healthful and delicious drink particularly when served, a la highball. However, the delight of the party was the
marvelous appetite which the combination of springs and lountiful wholesome table of Mine Host Block brought
to every member, the joint increase In
avoirdupois requiring an extra horse
to be added to the team returning on
Saturday night. With such wonderful
natural curiosities and advantages
near home, it Is surprising that so few
Albuquerquans have visited the
springs.
The suit is brought for a partition of
the grant, and the families ot some
seventeen grantees are being traced
back to the Eighteenth century, when
the grant was made. It is wonderful
with what precisent ss and ease old
men and women of Mexican and Spanish descent can trace their ancestry.
loth paternal and maternal, back for a
hundred years. The fact that in the
Spanish customs the maiden name of
the wife's family is not lost, she merely adding the husband's name to her
own, adds to their power in this direction. In the slut a contest is being
waged between M. S. Otero's interests
and those ot other claimants for possession of the springs, the soda dam
and the timber lands on the common
lands of the grants. There seems to be
no disposition on the part of any claimant to question the rights of those who
have held lands in severalty for a number of years past.
tour-hors-

e
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REMINISCENT.
Of the officers of the recent military
board which passed upon the location
of the proposed new military posts:
Generals Miles, Brooke, Otis, Young,
MacArthur, Randall and Kobbe and
Coi. Randolph all served as volunteers
In the civil war before their appointment in the regular establishment;
General Bates having been appointed
from civil life, without previous mili-

Valentines,
LOWNEY'S CANDIES,
WATERMAN FOUNTAIN PENS,
CARVED LEATHER GOODS, at

MATSCN

O. A.
aos W. Railroad Ave

&

tary service.
General Kobbe served In this territory after the civil war, and I met him at
Fort Wtngate during the winter of
.
when he was lieutenant in the
United Slates infantry
and acting as post adjutant.
Col. Wallace F. Randall, the present
chief of artillery of the United States
army. I knew at Richmond. Virginia,
,
where wu.i
In the winter of
hundreds of other Union officers, we
partook of the hospitalities (?) of the
Confederacy in its extensive hostelry,
widely known as the "Llbby prison,"
with Captain Winder, C. 8. A., as host.
Randolph was at that time a first lieutenant in the Fiftu United States artillery; a fine fellow, and if my memory
does not fail me. a member of the Lib-bminstrel combination, composed of
young officers. Their music and antics
diverting, exciting
were decidedly
much merriment and causing the balance of us composing the audience
to forget for the time being, our privations and forlorn surroundings. I find
Randolph's name in my book of autographs of many of my fellow prisoners
and written by them while In the pris-

CO.,

Albuquerque, New Mex

Thirty-sevent-

Chest Protectors and Druggists' Sundries.
Prescriptions filled with care and accuracy.

.AJ.vaxstd.o
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Published Daily and Weekly.

Associated Press afternoon dispatches
Largest City and County Circulation
The Largest New Mexico Circulation
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation
Copies of this paper may be found
on file at Wasnington In the office of
our special correspondent, E. Q. Signers, 918 P street, N. W., Washington,
D. U.
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THE DAiL. . TIZEN will be delivered
In the c.iy at the low rate of 20 cents per
week, or for o cents per month, when
paid monthly. Th se rates are less than
those of any other dally paper in the

territory.

There is an ominous quietude
local politics.

in

Belen should be made the county
seat of Valencia county.

The Papago Indians of Arizona are
becoming civilized. One of them tried
to commit suicide the other day.
This city is becoming noted for the
number of good racing horses owned
here. It is time that spring races were
arranged.
A

recent report places the number

of cases of small pox in the

United

States at 12,132, as compared with
859 a year ago.

4

Colorado is excited over oH. and
is so interested in oil stocks that
no murder has occurred there in the
past couple of days.

There is an active demand for
mules for the South African war.whlch
Is an indication that the Boers hare
no idea of surrendering.
Three hundred bills for public build
ings have been introduced in congress
so far this session, calling for an appropriation of $35,000,000.
Theodore Koosevelt said, in his
speech accepting the vice presidential
nomination in 1900: "To surrender the
Philippines would be to surender American territory."

UPWARDS OF:

TWO THOUSAND PIECES
All Samples and No Two Alike Qualities and Prices Amazingly Attractive
It is a Sale which Offers You
Advantages Not to be Duplicated

Anywhere

OFFICIAL

LEON B. STERN

MATTERS.

meeting of the Territorial Cattle
Sanitary Board was held Friday at Las
Vegas, at which routine business was
transacted.
A

Ave

nominationTconfirmed.

BOND APPROVED.

Bergere filed his bond of $5,000
as cierk of the First Judicial district.
It was approved by Judge McFie and
the oath of office was administered.
WHEAT FOR ARID REGIONS.
SANTA FE'S MAYOR.
Emmer Is the name of a species of
wheat which the department of agri
culture is recommending for introduc Says He Is Not a Candidate for
tion in this country, particularly for
Mayor Amado Chaves, republican,
regions of
cultivation in the semi-arithe west. The seeds are being obtained announced that he Is not a candidate
The republicans will
from Russia, where several provinces for
raise large quantities of this grain. In probably nom'nate for mayor Joe Sena,
Abyssinia several varieties are grown now clerk of the territorial supreme
at an altitude of 5,000 to O.Oi.o feet. court, or LIbrado Baca. The demo
Almost all varieties of emmer are crats will nominate either Judge N. B.
t
and equally winter I.aughlin or J. H. Sloan. There Is a
hardy. The uses of emmer are yet in strong movement to nominate a citian experimental stage In this country, zens' ticket, with Samuel Cartwrlght
but the indications so far are that it or Charles Dudrow at its head.
will become a regular and valuable
Protest Against Change.
crop for stock feeding. Emmer is beThe republican central committee of
ing used extensively at the agriculat
tural experiment stations for improv- Lincoln county at a meeting held
ing ordinary wheats.
General vigor Lincoln, protested against the propos
and hardiness are inbred by its use. ed change of name for the territory
These features are exhibited In resist-enc- The committee in its letter says:
"We as a people have become accusto fungus attacks, drought resistance, increased fertility of the head, tomed to the name through nearly four
stiffness of straw and centuries and have loved to learn the
Increase of gluten content of the grain. name. To change It would be to break
the strongest tie that binds the major
ity of the people of this part of the
The Cattle Sanitary Board.
We would rather live in the
The cattle sanitary board met Fri- Union.
day for the first time since the organi- teritory of New Mexico than In the
zation of the board a year ago, and state of Columbus. Montezuma, McKin
took up the work of tne annual meet- ley, Roosevelt, or anything else."
ing, says the Las Vegas Optic.
The
City Marshal Slashed.
most Important work was the reading
City Marshal Ricardo Alarld was cut
of the report of tbe secretary on the with a knife
In the left wrist last night
work that had been done during the while taking Adelaldo
Warrick to the
year Just closed. The entire board county
Jan. The prisoner was drunk
was present and everything In connec- and
and before Alarid could
tion with the secretary's office was stop insolent
him had whipped out
knife
found to be very satisfactory. The dif- and was slashing right and lefthiswith
it.
ferent cases which had been acted on Dr. J. M. Diaz attended to Alarid's in
during the year were taken up and Jury, but the city marshal is very weak
carefully gone over, the correspond- yet from the loss of blood he
ence oeing reviewed and the results
New Mexican.
of the cases noted. Then followed the
to
In
the
of
reference
action
the board
DON'T FAIL TO ATTKND THE
importation of Texas cattle from the GREATEST HOSIERY SALE EVER
Many
of
these ATTEMPTED IN THIS CITY. LEON
panhandle country.
cattle were infected with ticks, carry- U. STERN.
ing germs of Texas fever. While the
o
Tin, galvanized Iron and copper
cattle were immune the ticks on them
carried the infection of the disease work. Albuquerque Hardware
and conveyed It to native cattle, which
caught the disease and died in large
A resolution was ordered
numbers.
FOH bALE.
drafted and the attorney for the board,
A ranch of 240 acres, well improved,
C. A. Spiess, was instructed to draft two windmills and tanks, and fine irrithe same and submit it for action to gating ditch run through place. Terms
the .oaru. The secretary's report. easy. Address this olliee, or postoffice
now being prepared, will be
wnich
A. M.

0

THE

JIO'Rielly&Co.

Bank of Commerce
ALBUQUERQUE
Large Variety

d

5 cents per Cake
50 cents a dozen
Oatmeal Soap, Large
Cakes for Bath, :$ for
Transparent

Glycerine

Soap, 3 Cukes for

Capital

Auj

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
M. S. OTERO, President
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON,

tfJKj

Highly Scented Soaps, such as
Palmrose, Lilae, Luven- 6dOK.
dor. 3 Cakes for

J.

$100,000

WM. MclNTOSH
J. U BALDRIDGE

At. Cashier

SOLOMON LUNA

A. M. BLACKWELL

W. A. MAXWELL

H. O'RIELLY & CO.

8

e

Prescription

C

Diuggists.

DEPOSITORY

FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY

CtU .'lC i'i. .'It' Cl J
TJ1IKD STREET

Meat Market
All kiuds
of

MASONIC BUILDING.

B.

Two Sides
Aside from the cheer and
comfort it gives to life

Hunter
Whiskey

PRESCRIPTIONS

Society

109-11-

1

flat.

Outstanding
Assurance

!

Mutual Telephone 143.
Albuquerque.

Railroad Avenue and Second Street.

the

Life Assurance

1).

THIRD STREET

RUPPE,

Toti & Gradi
DEALERS

GROCERIES
Telephone

AND
247.

The Equitable The ICEBERG

F. SW1TZER. C. C.
E. PHILLIPS, K. of R. & S.

FACTORY.

EMIL KLEINWORT, Prop.

off-han- d

V.

fresh and Soil meals.

STEAM SAUSAGE

sus-tained-

Strongest

For several years tbe two weekly
papers of Las Cruces have lxirne
names almost similar, and exchange
editors have bad much trouble in giv
ing proper credit to those papers. One
of the papers has wisely concluded to.
change Its name from Dona Ana Coun
ty Republican to Las Cruces Progress

220 Railroad

The appointment by President Roosevelt of E. H. Salazar to be postmaster CX30000COCXXXXXXXXXXXX)OOO'
at Las Vegas was confirmed by the
United States senate Friday.

Editor Berger of Santa Fe lingers in
is friendship's pledge in
is
Washington, and it is said, has
box 177. city.
happy hours.
a free lunch route. He may re- ready for publication Boon.
It is
turn to New Mexico In the spring when
In
Nineteen Years Ago.
World'
walking is good.
The Charm of Hospitality
In March. 1S83, Major Fountain, com
the militia, while on a bunt
and the
This territory contains several of the manding
cauie rustiers, who had committed
best
liars in the world. This for
many depredations,
a band of
Tonic of Health.
is clearly proven by the evidence sub- them and in a fight struck
were killed
mitted to the senate committee in the and several captured.three
Governor Otero contest.
Co.
The Meyers-Ab- el
S. M. Asnenfelter Jumped the Stepn- euson mine in April, 1883.
merliquor
Wholesale
The military post to be located in
John Kinney was sentenced to the
this city should be named Fort Me penitentiary for hve years for cattle
chants, distributors.
Klnley. New Mexico has a McKinley rustling.
West Railroad Ave.
county and it is proper to honor the
On March 12, 1SS3, Albert J. FounALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
memory of the great statesman in tain was married to Miss Tereza Garevery possible way.
cia at Mesilla.
Major Van Patten brought up from
Prince will contest bis Chihuahua, one Charles Ray, a notoremoval from the position of regent of rious cattle rustler. Rio Grande
the agricultural college. It is these
STEVE LALLINi, Prop.
political contests that add to the gaiety
For Stomach Troubles.
of Santa Fe and makes life tolerable
'I have taken a great many different
in the ancient capita).
We handle the finest line of Liquors
medicines for stomach trouble and
Cigars. All patrons and friends
and
of
cordially Invited to visit the Iceberg
Twenty per cent, of Alabama's white constipation," says Mrs. S. Oeiger, as
Iowa,
never
had
"but
Dunkerton.
South Second street.
voters disfranchised themselves by good
results from any as from Cham
failing to pay their poll tax within the
Of the United States.
& Liver Tablets."
Stomach
berlain's
time limit. This was not what the
framers of the new constitution of that For sale by all druggists.
JAM Alll 1, lUO'j.
o
state expected.
Knights of Pythias.
- $331,039,720
Assets Mineral Lodge, No. 4,
Epidemic of small pox, the most
Knights of Pythias All Assurance
serious in many years, is raging all
members are requested to
Fund and all 259,910,678
over the world. Health officers in all
be present at their Castle
the large cities are taKlng unusual
other LiabiliHall on Gold avenue at 8
to stamp out the disease, and
ties - - o'clock tonight. Visitors
vacclaation is hying enforced when
necessary.
Surplus
welcomed.
$71,129,042
estali-llshe- d

i

01 ill I

111

1?

H. R. WHITING.

drought-resisten-

Las Cruces is to be Incorporated this
year.

fOll'S

ff
ff
f
f

Feo. 14th, 1902.

PENSIONS COMPARED.
The United States pays annually for
pensions nearly six times as much as
any other nation. The hill making
pension appropriations for the next
fiscal year carries $139,842,230. France
comes next with a little over $20,000.- ooo; Germany follows with almost $23,- 000.000, and Great Britain with $9,85.- 40o, which Is less than a dollar to
every $15 paid out by the United
States. Russia is still more parsimonious. She has a fund of less than
$4,000,000, the interest on which Is nil
she devotes to pensions. The United
States Is the most lavishly generous of
all the great nations to her soldiers.

Congress.

SALE OF!

h

represent
These carduring the
passengers
HUGHES & McCKEKJHT, Publishers
carried ly the street railways operated
Editor in 1888 ly horse power.
Thos. Hughes
on.
W. T. McCretght. Mgr. and City Ed.

ftnifij
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Pure Drugs, Toilet Articles, Trusses, Rubber Supplies,

Tlx

ttttv

18(ifi-67-

BRIGGS&Co.

B H

t
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THE

BEST

MONEY

WILL BUY

ft

IT

..,:.-

IN

LIOUORS.

Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay
and Grain.
Imported French and Italian

tit.
Sole agents for San Antonio

Free delivery to all parts of the city.
213, 215.

-

.tl

zn

Llm.

North Third Street

Odd
Pieces
IN CHAIRS SEEM TO BE THE FASHION
NOWADAYS NOT EVERYTHING TO MATCH EVERYTHING
ELSE IN A ROOM, THOUGH, OF

COURSE, EVERYTHING MUST BE
HARMONIOUS.
YOU'LL BE SURPRISED AND PLEASED AT THE
MANY VARIETIES WE ARE SHOW-INAT THIS TIME OF YEAR-SO- ME
AS LOW AS $2.50, AND UP
TO $35.00.

G

K

The Futrelle FurnitureCo.

Corner Second and Coal.
$1,179,276,725
ALBUQUERQUL & JEMEZ SPRINGS
For Sale by
New AssurSTAGE.
F. G. PRATT & CO,
Leaves from Trimble's stables every
ance
$245,912,087
Fancy
Grocers
Distributors
Tuesday and Saturday at 5 o'clock
- $64,374,605
a. m. Only line with a change of stock Income en route through in a day. Hath bouse
J. W. ALKXAXUKK, ririvut
open all the year. Fine winter resort.
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
J. 11. IIVIK,
In 1880 the first electric street rail Tickets for sale by W. I. I'nml.le &
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
way In Massachusetts was operated. It Co., Albuquerque.
J. D. BLOCK, Prop.
FIRE INSURANCE,
Iron and Brass Castings; One, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
WALTER N. PARKHURST
represented tifty miles of main track
o
REAL ESTATE,
Grade liars. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Manager,
General
In Demlng you can buy lots for (100
The railroad commissioners of the
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
state have Just filed their annual re- jvbich will pay you 100 per cent in less New Mexico and Arizona Department, ROOMS 12 14, CROMWELL BLOCK,
SIDE RAILROAD TRACK, ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
FOUNDRY
port, which shows that the electric than twelve months.
174.
Telephone
Albuquerque, N. M.
Automatic

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Woiks

B. A. SLEYSTER,

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN, MONDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1902
and
Weak
nervous people
should
try a
few doses of the
Hitters. It will
strenghten the
nerves, restore
vipor to the
system and

Notes from Correspondents
a dance was given

WINSLOW.

In

re

their honor that

evening.
Mariano Perea sold his fine ranch to
'Indigestion,
Miguel C. de Baca, who will soon take
h Dyspepsia,
possession.
Liver and
Now that the Lenten season has
commenced I suppose we shall have no
Kidney
more veddings here for some time.
Troubles and
Mr8. Charles Ixwenberg arrived In
Malaria, Fever
Bernalillo from Chihuahua. Mexico, on
and ague
Monday afternoon to spend a few days
wltn her relatives. Mr. and Mrs. Wis-F- e
nrun ana Mr an(1 Mr8. Freudenberg.
WATER ON THE MESA.
she iPft on tne eVening train Wednesrtay for New York city., where she will
be absent about a month purchasing
millinery goods.
Its Feasibility Possible and Probable
Miss Ethel Gregg spent Saturday,
Sunuay and Monday In Albuquerque.
by Artificial Irrigation.
Miss May L. Kraft spent Sunday and
Monday in Albuquerque,
Bernalillo merchants are having a
ARID SAND SLOPES.

Special Correspondence.

Winslow, A. T., Feb. 14. Hotel arrivals for the last half of the week are
as follows: John. Klassen; Winslow;
J. . Holmes, Albuquerque; Alfred
Randell, Winslow; E. E. Greenleaf, J.
B. Skinner, Albuquerque; Joe Slater,
Chicago; J. H. Harriston and wife, E.
A. Finney, Gallup. N. M.
W. E. Weeks, engineer on the Santa

Pacific, Is Indisposed, and will like- ly have to remain in doors for a few
days. He was expecting his wife this
morning but she disappointed him and
that makes him feel just that muchworse. We hope Mrs. Weeks will ar-

pd yesterday noon from a visit to Albu
querque. Mrs. Bergere remains at the
Duke City, the euest of Mrs. N. B.
Field, Rhp having recovered from a severe cold. New Mexican.

Interesting Newt.
Special to The Citizen.
Sale Headquarters, Jan. 30, 1902
The greatest clearance sale ever sched
uled for Albuquerque will be Inaugurated at Rosenwald Bros.' dry goods
emporium on the last of January to
extend for a period of fifteen days.
Sterling values are assured. The promoters feel confident of success and
the public is sure to avail themselves
of such an opportunity.
From Wilson T. Hogue. president of
Greenville college, Greenville, 111.: The
large audience was not only highly en
tertained by the liquid air lecture, but
so richly instructed. The skill with
hich he conducted the demonstra
tions .and the fact that not a single
mis hap or failure occurred in the handling of the apparatus, has been very
much commented
on. I have only
ords of commendation, and have
eard no unfavorable criticism from
any source."
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Club House Brand
Is a synonym for quality, and comprises all grocers' sheif goods, caanea,
bottled, pickled and sacked. Order the
"Club House Brand," which is the beat
line obtainable. Our service is prompt
and our customers are assured proper

treatment

A. J. 1V1AL0Y, 214

W. Railroad Ave

rive tomorrow.
Ruby chapter No. 3, O. E. S., of WinBlow called a special meeting Wednes- day of this week and Initiated three
candidates Into the order: Mrs. Jessie rushing business.
Null. P. A. Ward, of Winslow, and
KELLY CO.
The Last Heard Of It
Annie E. Griffith, of Gallup. N. M. The
"My little boy took the croup one Editors Citizen:
order Is flourishing and Is second to
Upon the establishment of our staonone anywhere. Refreshments were night and soon grew so bad you could
(Incorporated)
hear him breathe all over the house," tion by the Santa Fe railway twenty-twserved.
years ago, began the influx of
NEW CREPE DE CHENES O
Mrs. Annie E. Griffith, of Gallup, N. ay F. D. Reynolds, Mansfield, Ohio.
Epeople
now
city.
our
is
to what
NEW PEAU DE SOIES
0
M.. is visiting friends In Winslow this "We feared he would die, but a tew states
commenced the agitation of an
O
NEW TAFFETAS
week. She is the guest of Mr. and loses of One Minute Cough Cure quick-Mr- Then
water system for Irrigation
NEW BLACK TAFFETAS O
WHOLESALGHOCERS.
Walcott, on Kinsley avenue, and lv relieved him and he went to sleep. improved
purposes.
B. ILFELD & CO.
O
croup,
we
of
That's
last
the
heard
the
goes
around all smiles
Mrs. Bert Ward
valley
Up and down the
for a width OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
a ?"sh cl,re like that Talua"
and hopes Miss Griffith will never go h0.'8"
ble?" One Minute Cough Cure is ab- of six miles, and a length of twenty
o
Wool, Hides,
back.
miles, is land as fertile appearing as
ECONOMICAL PEOPLE
Mrs. W. R. Carman, of Gallup, N. M., folutely safe and acts Immediately. it is extensive, as pretty appearing as
croup,
coughs,
grip,
colds,
bron
For
Know that our Gallup mine lump coal
1s visiting friends In Winslow this
lung It is barren and useless, because
We handle
at 'a Is full of heat, burns clean and Is
week. She is the guest of Mrs. Wm, chitis and all other throat and Very
cure.
is
It
a
troubles
certain
saving fuel. HAHN, opposite freight
K. C. Baking Powder,
Silcox. on Third street. Mrs. Carman is pleasant
In all these years theoretical schemes adepot.
ones
like
to
little
The
take.
a former resident of Winslow.
Navajo Blankets,
attempted,
been
and
have
advanced
&
Briggs
Co.,
H.
O'Reilly
B.
H.
it.
J.
o
George Miller has returned to Win- for the redemption of the slope of the
Curtice Canned Goods,
In Demlng the demand for rental
Blow and Is now caring for customers & L'0,
foot hills and of the mesa; and from houses Is five times in excess of the
Colorado Lard and Meats,
at one of the chairs in John Drumm s when von lack enerev. do not relish the days of Brownwell and his two-bi- t
1
opera
shop,
house Vour food, feel dulf and stunid. after boring device, through Robertson and supply.
barber
under the
o
on Railroad avenue. We were all glad eating, all you need is a dose of Cham- - his tour-bi- t
high line canal; to the
I
) 1
Metropolitan Restaurant
Houses at
to see ueorge nacK ana at worn.
l.erlain's Stomach & Liver Tablets. more recent toy
sa
Metropolitan
door
of
First
north
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAS
Mrs. T. J. O'Kelly is visiting friends xhey will make you feel like a new augur driven a few feet into the ground
VEGAS, N. M, AND GLOR-IETIn Williams, A. T., this week. She ex- - man ad give you an appetite like a north of the city to the most recent loon. Meals 15 and 25 cent3. Short
pects to meet Mr. O'Kelly on Wednes bear. For sale by all druggists.
low line fake, orders all hours.
N. M.
ROBERT CORDOVA, Proprietor,
day of next week on his homeward trip
nothing practicable has been attempt
HILLSBORO.
from California, where he went to bury
ed, and the only results have been the
MUSLlN UNDERWEAR. SKIRTS
bis brother, Bynom O'Kelly, who died From the Advocate.
expending of about $50,000.
1 hese thoughts arose when I was GOWNS. CHEMISES, DRAWERS and
here last week,
sup
Day
to
"here
L.
A.
arrived
Rev.
Charles L. Flynn. the mayor of Win
to investigate the water CORSET COVERS. 75 CENT OAR
church commissioned
slow, is Indisposed, but Is under the ply the Methodist Episcopal
question
in
connection
the Per MENTS: SALE PRICE, 45 CENTS.
move
He will shortly
nis iam kins plant in the valley,with
care of Dr. Tillett. wno reports his charge.
seven miles ROSENWALD BROS.
Uy
here.
or,ri mv
jui..
south. I found It situated on the slope
County Commissioner Duran Is
Let us figure on your plumbing. Al
SAMPLE AND CLUB ROOM.
of the hills. Found first a small en
the mayor will be out and around in a fering
.
paraly-Mrsfrom a severe attack of
buquerque
Hardware company.
days
room,
gine
which
at
rear
was
a
of
the
Finest
J. F. Mahoney, the estimable sis. The entire right side Is paralyzed, hole about ten feet square, and nine
the seat of the new county
Whiskies,
wife of our police judge, is ill and Is He la now in El Paso seeking
feet below its surface, water, clear but of Deming,
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
Luna.
atmtRtBrandies,
slightly agitated. A scale dropped to
to her room on account of
we
are
which
weather
beautiful
The
120 W. Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.
Wines,
f
etc.
tacks of rheumatism. Mrs. Mahoney now enjoying and which Is so charac- - the bottom indicated nine and
Fresh Bread.
tm,,i,inH with
of v,a
feet of water. In one corner stood a
Pastry of every description. Wed
to
Mexico,
sufficient
is
New
of
teristlc
pipe connected with a main
rheumatlsm. but lately has been free
natlve Uallan turn Sreen and alongside two email pipes; that ding cakes a specialty. At the New
from the disease and it is to be hoped make tne
England bakery.
yy
was all. These pipes were afterward
that this attack will not amount to w"a
J. E. Hopkins was In town this week. found connected with a pair of air cyl
Residence, Automatic Thone 299
anything.
In Demlng good safe loans can be Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
has fully recov- - lnders in the well.
Tk. n'aiiv riHn xnmoo nnt with He says Mrs. Hopkins which
es
In
old
rates
the
Bell
better
than
No. 115.
had
at
Telephone
con-lishe
ed from diphtheria
An obliging young man came from tabllshed towns.
flve Deautiful cuts of Albuquerque pub- schools To onr mind there Is no ad- - tracted in El Paso while taking care the engine room and with him I en
vaftlaamant n nanor nan crlvo tn a ritv of her sick brother,
tered it and saw a boiler, an engine
Investments In Demlng lots will
Fred Mister was awarded two mall and a lot of stuff he called nipples, el doubl? and treble in one year.
ni, tha nno tha Aihiinnornno ntWen
of the public contracts, one from Lake Valley to bows, collars, caps, unions, etc., which
gives in the write-ualley to were as unfamiliar to me as engines
Demlng will be the great smelter
schools, for on the education of our Kingston and from Lake
are uninteresting, unless tney aem center. Two large plants will be In
children rests the future of our coun- - inrmDmum.
ntiipn riosprvos rrpnt rredit. a contract from Arrey to Hiilsboro onstrated what I wanted to see water stalled within the year.
nV vnoWnnH
h
returned from Wash- - Frank Calhoun secured the contract flowing over these sand slopes. I had
wanted to see it as badly as for up ONE DOLLAR CORSETS. .50 CENTS
ington. D. C. where he went as a dele- - from Andrews to HillBboro,
ward of twenty years The Citizen has FIFTY CENT CORSETS... 25 CENfS
unto nf the npnnle nf Winslow and Na
ROSEN VvALD BROS
Clerk's Wise Suggestion
wanted to Bee a railroad through
vajo county to try and induce the de- o
"I have lately been much troubled Tijeras canyon.
partment of Indian affairs to locate
In Mexican drawn work we are
Shortly Mr. Perkins arrived, and It
the western Navajo Indian school at with dyspepsia, belching and sour
LOCAL UNDERTAKER 8ANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.
Winslow. We understand that Mr. stomach." writes M. S. Mead, leading was demonstrated that our desert Is showing a big assortment. Albert
subject to redemption; that In one part Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Woods made an impression and that pharmacist of Attleboro, Mass
hour of
Winslow will be favorably considered could eat hardly anything without suf of our valley the twenty-thirDemlng has Just been incorporated
fering several hours. My clerk sug the day of the cacti, the sage brush
when the school is built.
Our new probate Judge. F. J. Wat- - gested I try Kodol Dyspepsia Cure, the soap weed and the desert sand has
tron. paid Winslow a business visit which i did with most nappy results been reached, and the first hour of the
this week. Winslow welcomes Mr. I have had no more trouble and when alfalfa, the cereal, the beet and the
Wattron as head of the probate court one can go to eating mince pie, cheese, other vegetables, is approaching. Halta
and as county school superintendent, candy and nuts after such a time, their a minute, after the engine started
stream of water spouted
He bears the' honors with dienitv and digestion must be pretty good. I en solid
Perhaps they are sore and
t
dorse Kodol Dyspepsia Cure heartily." ten feet Into the air from a
grace.
Thos. H. Fee. who broke his arm You don't have to diet. Eat all the standpipe about fifty yards from the weak. From constant cough
U. S. DEPOSITORY
Home time aeo. is out and around and eood food you want but don't overload well. "If I was as young as I used to
be," there would have been shouting ing.
How
for
Have
is of course losing a lot of time by the the stomach. Kodol Stomach Cure
the
Depository
Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, To-pethis?
is
amongst an nands
Tom don't like a broken Kesta volr food. J. H. O'Reilly & Co., and
'
and
Santa Fe Railway Companies.
downward
and
the
&
by the elbow hoist
Co.
B. H. Briggs
you forgotten about the cough
arm.
oflow, for the old heart was elated, the
Ungrateful Hobo.
Authorized Capital
old eyes well pleased to see water, medicine your grandmother
$500,000.00
Something That Will Do You Good.
On a plea of sickness P. C. Cowles, a actual water. Irrigating the desert
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
way
In which we can profesional hobo, received medical at
$200,000.00
We know of no
gave
fifty
you
ago,
years
be of more service to our readers than tention from the city physician and sands.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
measuring
twenty
minutes,
In
alout
s
Cherry Pectoral?
to tell them of something that will be was taken to the Ladies' Home. He the well, it contained six feet of water, Ayer
Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presipuuu iu
'"'"'-''-?"- "
i
came
town yesterday and the Five minutts later this was reduced Ask your doctor how many
down
dent; Frank McKee, cashier;
we want to acquaint them with what Kind nearted marshal collected a sum
inches; the next Ave,
two and
we consider one of the very best rem of money for him to procure
Raynolds,
he
H.
years
has
F.
five
prescribed
McMillan.
it.
in
another
and
one
neces'
and
edies on the market for coughs, colds. saries. Instead of doing so, he got on one inch. Then could be plainly seen
physician told me I
"An
eminent
and that alarming complaint, croup, a wild toot and he landed in the city a
nine from which flowed certainly had consumption.
I took
We refer to Chamberlain's Cough Rcm jail. Judge Wooster gave
him his lib naturally, a crystal stream spouting six Ayer's Cherry Pectoral and it com
edy. We have used it with such good erty long enough to
leave the city this inches above the pipe and falling in a pletely cured me."
results In our family 6o long that it
t
circumference as steady and
Mrs. S. L. Yeager, Oxford, Kans.
has become a household necessity. By afternoon. Record.
looking as clear as the globe we otten 2oc, S0c., tl.M.
J. C. AVER CO.. UwU,
its prompt use we haven't any doubt
CAUSE OF FALLING HAIR.
bouquet,
waxen
covering
a
see
lni
but that it has time and again prevent
only
feet.
of
a
denth
from
ed croup. The testimony is given upon Dandruff, Which Is a Germ Disease
The water flow looked sufficient, but
Mail Orders Receive Prompt Attention
our own experience, and we suggest
Kill the Germ.
Mr. Perkins Informed me that it was
who
especially
those
readers,
our
that
satisfactorily
the
test
enough
to
Is
Falling
by
not
hair
caused
dandruff
Pure Light Brahma Eggs for Hatching
always keep it In
have small children,'oofo,.o
which is a germ disease. The germ capacity of his pewer. but that he can
u
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
pres
Street
NorthFirt
now
501
easily
from
ine
increase the
(S. C.) Messenger, in burrowing in to the root of the hair
den
now where the
knowing
pipe,
and
ent
druggists.
For sale by all
(Homestead Entry No. 6795.)
hair, causing the hair to fall out, digs water is, the quantity is oniy a ques
oup the cuticle in little scales, called tion of additional sources of tuppiy.
Notice for Publication.
BERNALILLO.
applica
Air is the force used, and its
dandruff, or scurf. You can't stop the
Department of the Interior, Land Ofreport
Special Correspondence.
falling hair without curing the dan- tion does not pertain to this
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., February 5,
Bernalillo, N. M., Feb. 15. Colonel druff and you can't cure the dandruff The water can be brought from any
1902.
Williams went up to C. W. Givens' without killing the dandruff germ. denth and conveyed any distance.
Notice Is hereby given that the folQuestioned as to the injury to th IS STANDARD MOCHA AND JAVA
mine Tuesday.
"Destroy the cause, you remove the
lowing named settler has filed notice
Antonio Montoya went to his ranch effect."
Newbro's Herpicide Is the nlant bv the cutting sands, the re
of his Intention to make final proof in
to deliver some sheep.
only hair preparation that kills the sponse was that there were no valves
For Sale by
support of his claim, and that said
The Sandia Indians started to work dandruff germ. Herpicide is also a de- to injure; no parts subject to destrucF. G. PRATT & CO,
on the ditch this week.
tion by such sands as are encountered
lightful hair dressing.
proof
will be made before the register
Mr. Loomls was looking after Uncle
here, and that they are the worst in an Fancy Grocers
Distributors
or receiver at Santa Fe, New MexSAN MARoiAL.
exnerience of more than I'M) wells.
Sam's business in Bernalillo on Fri
ico, on March 18, 1902, viz: Dionicio
day.
What I was sent to find was. wheth GENTLEMENI
Romero, for the NEV4 of sec. 35, T. 9
two
over
of
Our
thousand
selection
made
fertile?
be
could
O. Krause was looking after business From the Bee.
nands
the
Mrs. Fred II. Smith, wife of our chief tr The hill slones can be Irrigated with
N.. R. 6 E , N. M. P. M.
winter samples, comprising all the
Interests for the Underhill company,
dispatcher, returned from a visit to out a low line canal and without re
fashionable goods for gentlemen's
He names the following witnesses
of Denver.
suitings, fancy vestlngs, overcoats
G. S. Curry, representing the Hay- - Las Vegas, accompanied by her sister, card to the Rio Grande.
to prove his continuous residence upon
and fulldress suits, are ready for
den Klrsey woolen mills, Waco, Texas, Mrs. Reld
Can the mesa be. irrigated without
and cultivation of said land, viz:
your inspection. Our tailoring and
ine Metnodist parsonage is more the high line canal and without rcgar
was here Saturday,
Juan Ivato, John R. Humphrey,
homelike
baby
since
a
of
the
Btyles
arrival
I
prices
D.
are
aiwa
representing
unexcelled
and
the
FairColb.
E
have
to the Rio Grande?
the
Lucero, Jose Archlbeque, all
Mlramon
boy.
Mrs.
ol
along
getting
is
Williams
company.
can
Agency,
when
the
Tailoring
talk. Nettleton
St. Louis, has been
bank
been satisfied that it
of
Escobosa,
N. M.
cicely.
C.
G.
Dr.
was
Crulekshank
the
soap
intelligently
and
215
approached
jet t is
to Bernalillo merchants
selling
South Second street.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
."'5
does seem as though the Intelligent
Robert Putney spent Friday in Ber physician in attendance.
J. D. Chandler has purchased the method Is now in the valley. But I am
( Homestead Entry No. C537.)
nalillo.
Mrs. Francisco C. de Baca is im opposition meat market of Melcor Sil- not satisfied as to the competency of
Notice for Publication.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
proving under the skilled care of Dr. va. and again San Marclal has but one my Judgment. Mr. Perkins appears t Department of the Interior, Land Ofbutcher shop. Mr. Chandler has moved
experienced in artificial irrigatio
Lund.
Second street, between Railroad and
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., February 5,
vacated by Mr. Sllva and as a practical man The citi.e
Joe Castillo and Jesus Mendoza have ,nto the premises
Copper avenue
1902.
Frank Armstrong and C. G. Cruick should have bis opinion on the ques
found very valuable silver and gold
J.
shank were in Socorro on business. tion ot the mesa irrigation.
Notice is hereby given that the folproperty In the Sandia mountains
Horses and Mules bought and exchangevery greeting they received
Der.ler la
lowing named settler has filed notice
Jose Valles lost one of his twins Nearly
ed. Livery, Sale, Feed and
by
was
preceded
a political smile. In
Of Local Interest.
vesterday. It was nine months old
of his Intention to make final proof in
Transfer Stables
appears
some
cases
it
office
to
an
or
be
111
Is
dangerously
one
other
The
Cflonel J. Franco Chaves, superin- support of his claim, and that said
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
faglowing
death,
with
in
indications
by
was
a
Seligman
mad
bitten
Julius
tendent of public instruction, spent proof will be made before the register
vor oi the latter contingency.
dog.
Address W. L. TRIMBLE & CO,
several days on official business in A- or receiver at Santa Fe, New MexAbel,
and
son.
her
Albuquerque, N. M.
Perea
lbuquerque during the week.
Mrs. Pedro
Mrs.
E. Harroun will leave this evening ico, on March, 18. 1902. viz:
P.
are in Las Vegas visiting relatives.
e.
AVENUE,
RAILROAD
206
Foot-EasWEST
Use Allen's
for San Frar'isro. his future home. Thomas J. Riley, for the NEV of secMrs. Perea's uncles, Romaldo Baca and
A. BUQUERQUE, N. M.
A powder to be shuken into th nhos. Mrs. Harroun will be the guest for the tion 11, T. 8 N.. R. 6 E., N. M. P. M.
MELINI & EAKIN
Pedro Baca, died recently, and so Mrs. Your
feet fev swollen, nervous and damp, next few weeks of Mr.
He names the following witnesses
Perea went to Las Vegas on Monday. and Ret
liarroun's partired easily. If you have aching
WHOLESALE LIQUORS, CIC ..J
Both uncles were buried on Thursday. feet, try Allen's Foot K;i. It rents the ents. Dr. and Mrs. W. S. Harroun.
to prove his continuous residence upon
E.
A.
feet aim makes new or tight shoes easy.
ComMrs.
A. A. Keen, wife of
The familv have the heartfelt sympa- Cures
land,
viz:
and
of
cultivation
said
We handle everything In our llae
rhilhlains. swoolen, sweating feet.
thy of their friends.
FIRE INSURANCE
Misters ami callous soots. Relieves corns missioner Keen, after two weeks' soDionicio Romero. John R. Humphrey,
Distillers Agents
Mr. Freudenberg visited Albuquer- and bunions of ail pain and gives rest and journ in this city, has returned home Juan Lovato, Arch K. Humphrey, all
Special distributors Taylor & Willit i
comfort. Try u tooay. Sold by all
Albuquerque.
to
Mr. Keen accomque on business.
and shoe dealers. 25 cents. Trial
Secretary Mutual Building Association
of Escobosa. N. M.
lx)ul7ille, Kentucky
Mrs. Aurelia Lucero and Edward
package free. Address, Allen S. Olmstead, panied her to the latter city.
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.
Office at J. C. Baldrldge's Lumber Yard 111 & First St.. Albuquerque, N. J.
District Clerk A. M. Bergere return- were married on February 11 and Le Roy, N. T.
-
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ST. ELMO

suf-fe-
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four-inc-

h
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COMHERCIAL

d

My Lungs

four-inc-

h

CLUB BUILDING.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

six-foo-
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,e.

one-hal- f

AB.

one-hal-

four-inc-

B PALMER.
J.
Hay, Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries.

two-foo-
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n
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A. SKINNER

Staple and

Fancy Groceries
WALKER

drujr-KiM-

Ta-foy-

a
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IF YOU ARE LOOKING
FOR A 8NAP

The assertion.
that a committee

Everything on this counter It marked down to actual cost.
We are r.lso selling a fine Imported,

China Dinner Set

$12.50

Its's a Beauty

McGAFFEY & Co.

oocooocoooooooococ

The Union
Market
iof We5t

OOOOOCXDOOOOOOXOOOOOOOOOOO

Telephone Service

Golcl Avenue,

YOU WANT?
QUICK AND RELIABLEI

AND TELEGRAPH

CO.

OOOCXXXDOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOO

SHULTS' ALFALFARINE
For Thin People.
A flesh producer that produces flesh.
Health restorer that restores health.
A tissue builder that builds tissue.
And a tonic for everybody.
Sent postpaid for $1 a bottle, or six
Proprietors. bottles for $3. Write for circulars and
testimonials.
DR.

WM. GOETTING & CO.,

All kinds of FreBh Meats handled.
Sausage making a specialty.

Pharmaceutical Responsibilities

JHE

Exceptional
Opportunity

gy pole.

v
Business Opening.
Here is a chance for some one to
purchase a well established and very
profitable business In a firRt class mining town in Arizona at a bargain. It Is
about an $8,000 proposition. Including
fine up to date slock, three lots, store
room with cellar, stable, five room
dwei.ing house, finely furnished, etc.;
monthly sales, $2,750, mostly cash;
terms easy; death of wife and child of
proprietor reason for seling. At a
glance It will be seen that this is a rare
chance to make an exceptional good Investment. For full particulars and
terms, address or see 11. S. Kn!ght at
once, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Methodist Services.
r
Notice.
Tlu; house was taxed to its utmost
All members of the Albuquerque
capacity last night at the Lead Ave
nue Methodist church, the occasion be Gentlemen's Driving association are
ing a sermon by Dr. Bunker on "Abra requested to be present at 8 o'clock
ham Lincoln.
He spoke of his moth snarp this evening, over Zeiger's Cafe.
er s Influence, she being a noble and Business of importance is to come bedevout Christian woman: of the books fore the meeting.
EMIL MANN, President.
he read in childhood, "Bunyan's Pil
grims i'rogress. "Aesop s Fables," and
W.
S. Leavenworth, the ProFrom
the "Life of Washington." He then
spoke of the leading elements of his fessor of Chemistry, Rlpon College,
character, his loyalty to the common liquidWis.: Everyone who altended the
air lecture was delighted and
people, his honesty and integrity of
character, his sympathy, tenderness those who did not were sorry they
missed the treat of the season. No
and sadness relieved by a constant community
should miss the opportunflow pf bumor and vit. Hesroke of
ity of seeing these experiments.
the fact that lie never
obacco or
o
liquor in any form, even pledging a
Deming offers the same opportunicommittee of politicians in cold water ties now that the most prosperous
at the time of his first nomination. He
in the west offered several years
spoke of his hatred of slavery and cities
ago.
slowly developed abolition sentiment.
0
And then he showed taut he constantly
Orders taken for evei'y known make
cad his Bible and daily prayed for wisdom and guidance in the affairs of of stoves and ranees. Albuaueraue
state, and that he declared to many Hardware company.
persons that "he thought more, upon
these subjects than upon all others
and had done so for years," ami that
though he could not tell when he was
converted "the process of cVystaliza-tlohad been going on for some time."
And within a year of his death, at the
close of a lengthy conversation upon
this subject, he said: "It has been my
intention for some time, at a suitable
opportunity, to make a public religious

THE LAST FEW WEEKS' SALE HAVING PROVED SO SUCCESSFUL WE HAVE DECIDED TO PROLONG SAME FOR ANOTH-ETEN DAYS,
ORDER TO GIVE ALL AN OPPORTUNITY TO
AVAIL THEMSELVES OF THE MANY EXCEPTIONAL VALUES
WE ARE OFFERING.
WE HAVE BEEN ADDING INNUMERABLE
ARTICLES
FROM
DAY TO DAY TO THOSE ALREADY ON
OUR BARGAIN TABLES,
AND BELIEVE THAT SELDOM. IF EVER, HAS THE
SHOPPING
PUBLIC BEEN ABLE TO AVAIL ITSELF OF SUCH AN
OFFER.
PROMINENT AMONG THESE ARE TWO
THE EQUAL OF WHICH WOULD BE DIFFICULT TO DUPLICATE.
THE FIRST LOT CONSISTS OF EIGHTY FIVE CORSETS THAT
NEVER SELL FOR LESS THAN FIFTY CEN'.o.
OF THESE DISTINCT STYLES IN THREE SIZES.

8ALE PRICE

ALFALFA COMPANY,
Wichita, Kansas.

n

The Newton Entertainment.
A delightful card party occurred at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Newton
on South Arno street Saturday night.
The party, although a day late, was in
honor of jolly old St. Valentine. The
rooms were tastily decorated with Valentine hearts of various sizes and colors, on each of which was written a
II3J4 West Railroad Avenue.
pretty verse of poetry. Progressive
whist pas i.he pastime of the evening.
be.ng played at four tables. The. play1882
1902 ers found
their partners in a very unique and pleasing manner. Each person was provided with a piece of card
board heart, and to find your partner it
agents
Sole
for Casino and Ora brand was necessary to find the piece of
Canned Goods. Dealers in
heart that made your heart complete.
Mrs. Murray and Mrs. Barhydt seStaple and Fancy Groceries cured
the first prize, pretty glass oil
214 South Second street.
paintings. The booby prizes, ValenHillsboro Creamery Butter Best on tines, were carried away by. Mr. Bart-let- t
and Mrs. fcaxton. .After the scoring
earth
guests were ushered into the din
Orders solicited.
Free delivery. the
ing room, where delightful refresh
ments were served. Both vocal and InL. H.
strumental music was enjoyed.
205 West Gold avenue,
Those fortunate enough to be pres
ent at the enjoyable affair were:. The
Next to First National Bank.
and Mesdames Bartlett, Saxon,
New & Second Hand Furniture Messrs.
Murray, Newton, Mrs. Alexander, Stev
ens, Misses Shinier and Newman, and
Stoves and Household Goods.
Messrs. Barhydt and Parker.
Re; airing a Specialty.

Are as great as those of the
physicians and no conscien-

tious druggist slights them.
We assure you of our best efforts In this direction and
have had more than twenty
years experience in this line
of work.

George B. Williams,
117

DRUGGIST

West Railroad Ave., Albuquerque

THE SAMPSON IDEAL
ECLIPSE

AND

TS 75

rods.

A. D. JOHNSON

Lead Avenue Between First and Sec
ond Street.
508.

0COOO00O00000O
GOLD AVE. BARGAIN STORE

rcv

J

New and Second Hand

Household
Goods
B0RRADAILE
117

Accidentally Shot.
stored and packed for
John Becker and V. 1). Itadcliffe
Highest prices paid for came
in from Helen this morning,
second-hanhousehold goods.
bringing here the former's nephew.
Julius Becker, who was accidentally
BUSINESS LOCALS.
shot yestei'lay. Julius is the son of
Gustave Becker, toe general merchant
Outing flannel, o cents per yard.
of Springerville. Arizona, and attended
Leon B. Stern.
school in this city. Last Friday he visDeming has Increased 50 per cent, in ited his uncle at Belen, to remain over
until Monday, when he would return
population In four years.
Copper, tin and galvanized Iron to continue his school duties. Yesterday he was cleaning a
pistol
work. Whitney company.
when the weapon went off, the bullet
Deming water and pure ozone make entering
the left leg several inches
strong and healthy people.
above the knee and lodged in the knee
.
Learn-ardpay
you
cap. This morning the ball was locatIt will
to see Hall &
before purchasing a piano.
ed at Dr. Tascher's ol'lre by the Xray
Lap robes from 35c up at Albert process and this afternunn it was ex
tracted. In a few days Julius will be
Faber's, 305 Itallroad avenue.
BackNo tuberculosis preservaline or col- all right. Dr. RadciitTe and John
er will return to Belen toni;-t- .
oring in Matthews' Jersey milK.
Klein wort's is the place to get your
Cottonwood Grove Dance.
nice fresh steak. All kinds of nice
The dance given by Cottonwood
meat.
grove No. 2 .Woodmen Circle, at I. O.
Misses' and children's dresses Just O F. hall on Saturday night, was a dereceived.
Price, 75c to 5. Leon B. cided success both socially and financially. A splendid program os sixteen
Stern.
Buy lots and build in Deming. Your regular and five extra dances was
Delightful refreshments were
rental returns will be 20 per cent, on
served during the evening. The comthe investment.
mittee on arrangements was composed
Deming is a great health resort
of the following ladies:
Lucy Humhas no superior in climate for the cure mel, Lulu Hopping. 1. A. l.illie,
Julia
of pulmonary troubles.
Garret and Orundman.
Look into Kleinwort's market on
Mrs. Rose Berry, in her well known,
North Third street. He has the nicest pleasing manner, furnished the music.
fresh meats in the city.
Sunday Afternoon Race.
Why buy high priced lots when you
Ladies, who should take the race
can get them cheap in Deming now,
track for their races, had a tine tilt
with certain advance assured?
Second street yesterday afterParcels delivered to any part of the down
and the little sorrel won over the
city for 10 cents by the Albuquerque noon,
bay horse. There were two hugiries
Parcel Delivery.
Automatic 'Phone and of course two horses, and there
202.
were two ladies in each buggy. MarMrs. Isola Bambini, at her parlors shal McMillin started after the sports,
at the corner of Railroad avenue and and, on account of foot steam, gave up
North Fourth street, is prepared to the race at the corner of Second street
give thorough Bcalp treatment, do hair and Lead avenue. He has their names
dressing, treat corns, bunions and in- and if another such an exhibition he
growing nails.
She gives massage will make them pay the usual line for
treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bam- fast driving within the city limits.
bini's own preparations of complexion
F. E. Brockman Dead.
cream builds up the skin and Improves
B. Ruppe, yesterday, received a telethe complexion, and are guaranteed gram
from Chicago, announcing the
not to be injurious. She also prepares
a hair tonic that cures and prevents death there of Hon. F. E. Brocknian,
of that city. The dedandruff and hair falling out; restores an
life to dead balr; removes moles, ceased spent two winters in this city
the benefit of bis health, he sufferwarts and superfluous hair. Give her for
ing with some kind of acute stomach
a trial.
trouble.
He was president of the
Brockman Manufacturing comnanv. of
Music.
and was otherwise prominent
Parties wishing music for balls or Chicago,
ly connected with the commercial afprivate houses, vocal and instrumental, fairs
of that great city.
should leave orders at 208 West Lead
avenue. All music of the very latest.
Garcia' Mule Team.
About noon todav the mule Inm
Mrs. S. C. Berry.
longing to Ellas Garcia created a little
We are sole agents for Wheeler & excitement by running away with the
Wlison sewing machines. Albert
rig to which they were hitched. The
305 Railroad avenue.
team was headed north and struck out

Furniture

& CO

West Gold Avenue

C0OOOOeDeV0OOOe0
Doming! Have you been there? If
not, you should get there for the big
sale of lots on the 17th of this month.

Fa-be- r,

PrVTQ

vn

PRICE

1

An

O

50c
COME EARLY SO THAT YOU WILL HAVE A GOOD
TION TO CHOOSE FROM.
I

r

SELEC

ROSENWALD BROS.

0. W.

STRONG & SONS,
Undertakers and Embalmers.

Superintendent

Fairview, Santa Barbara and "B'rai
Brith" Cemeteries.
Local Undertakers Santa Fe Pacific Railroad.

Both 'Phones In Our Office.

as much interested in our EMPRESS
FLOUR as the bread winner. There
is satisfaction and economy in using
Is

it.

201-2-

North Second Street.

11

J

'

Made of the best wKeat and by
best workmen Insures its quality, and
tiy the most improved metnod. which

FARR'S CITY MARKET.

insures cheapness.
ASK THE GROCER.

COKN FED PORK.
There's all the difference in the

X

world in meats, as In people. Our aim
is to buy and serve
very finest
grade of hams, breakfast bacon, pork
tenderloins, sausages, sucking pigs for
roasting in short, all pork products
to be had anywhere, and that we succeed In our endeavors is proven by the
patronage of those who know. We so-

te

DON'T DRINK

Poor Coffeei

X

36

It's bad for you. Good Coffee
una
X

HEEKIN'S HIGH GRADE

X

licit your orders.

X
X

Aids Digestion.

X

Wm. Fa rr, Proprietor.

d

I also have a few bargains in what
would be called second hand goods,
but have put them in as good condition as new, so far as practical work is
concerned. Call and see them. Also
tubuler well supplies and ash pump

1.8.

SHOEMAKER,

fin

SALE PRICE.

The
Bread Maker

shipment.

WINDMILLS.

Automatic 'Phone

Co.

S

E

CIGARS

Pratt &

1

LOT TWO IS A LARGER AND BETTER SELECTED
ASSORT- MENT. CONSISTING OF TWO HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-FIVCOR- SETS IN TWENTY DIFFERENT STYLES. THEIR SELLING

profession." It was this religious spirit
working in a great nature that developed those characteristics that have
so endeared him to men.

JOE RICHARDS,

F. G.

jjj

25C

tiri

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE

is

certain nnnrtrrn

at a "shell road "gait, going out North
Seventh street to New York avenue,
then turning about heading for Sixth
street, when they were caught by an
employe or Mr. Garcia.
The only
damage resulting from the runaway
was the complete wrecking of the bug-

Rl-po-

y

IS IT

In

Offic- -

was out veator.iov
and had selected a site for the propos
ed military post ,i iaise. The Citizen
representative investigated and dlscov
ered that, when Maior (lenerni xinn.
Arthur was here a few days ago, he
tom Mayor Maron to look around and
have some data prepared for him on
his return to the city and In order to
com nly with the lciucst anil Mirmn
selected the following gentlemen: W.
H. Cnilders. O. L. nrooks. P. F. McCan-na- .
Pitt Ross aiu. D. A. Macnhnran r
accompany him on a drive throughout
me vaney and the mesa. No site was
selected: none was expected to be selected, but still, when the major general reaches the city, he will ho mm.
plied with the necessary data as to the
location or a site for a big army post.

VISIT OUR
BARGAIN COUNTER

A. B.

DRIVE.

Looking Up Army Sites But Not
lany.

DISHES

FOR

A

Try It.

SS

F. G. PRATT A. CO..
Sole Agents,
Albuquerque.

X

v

216 South Second

Street

3k

CLASSIFIED ADS.

Brockmeier & Cox,

FOR RENT.
Three rooms furnished
complete, with bath. Enquire at 408
South Broadwav.
FOR RENT UK SALE Seven room
frame, close in; rent, $18. Wm.
Kieke.
FOH RENT New three room brick

PLUMBERS.

VOU

1

RENT

cottage. No. 407 Granite avenue;
water furnished. Apply to H. II.
118 Gold avenue.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms.
wun neat and hot baths. Inquire at

118

Gold Avenue.

BUILDERS HARDWARE, g
.

Til-to-

Roosevelt house.
FOR RENT 5 room brick house. See
Jay A. Hubbs, at Albuquerque Steam

Laundry.

A BURNING QUESTION

1

is the subject of fuel. Good coal gives
the best fire for cooking. That's flat,
and it's equally claim that our coal
claims first choice from the way it
burnt and what it costs. Our list of
patrons contains no kickers. Don't
give up the old reliable coal fire for the
smoky, dirty and dangerous oil stove.
Gallup lump for $5 a ton.

V

FOR RENT Store room on South Sec
ond street, a block north of Glorieta
hall; four room house in rear; also
another bouse for rent; land and lots
for sale. Thomas A. Gurule, Barelas

road,

1624.

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE Kauge and household
goods. 202 North Edith street.
FOR SALE Soda water fountain suit
able for drug or candy store. Artesian Mineral Water company.
FOR SALE On or before March 1
entire household goods of 317 West
Silver avenue. Call at premises. T.
J. Williams.
FOR SALE 200 acres land scrip; im
mediate delivery. For sale by Met-cal- f
&

Strauss.

FOR SALE Well cured alfalfa. $11
per ton. Delivered in Albuquerque.
Inquire of Jesus Romero, Old Albuquerque, W. M.

HAHN.
Both Phones.

E. J. POST & CO.
HARDWARE

WANTED.
WANTED Situation by young man 26
years old, or good address. Good
salesman and can furnish city references. Address R. H.. Citizen.
WANTED Two good milkers at Mat
thew's dairy.
WANTED Dining room girl. Apply
T. N. Hinch, Gallup,
M.
Experienced salesladies.
WANTED
with good references, for dry goods
Btore. B. Ilfeld & Co.

i.

MISCELLANEOUS.
PIANO and organ lessons; rates rea
sonable. Address M. 131, this office.
TO LOAN Money on household goods
and chattels of every description.
A. .11. Yanow, 209 South Second et.

A Complete Line of

Iron Pipe, Jenkin's Valves, Iron Pipe
Fittings, Steam and Water Supplies.

Mechanics' Tools a Specialty
ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO
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SPECIAL SALE!
FOR CASH ONLY.

100 SUITS
Formerly Sold from $io to

very promising.
The Pennsylvania
Copper coiiiiany la operating east ot
the Sandla mountains. Mr. Lister is
also Interested in the coming mining
camp of the southwest, located at
Lordsburg, N. m., where there are
some very promising properties, sucn
as the Aberdeen, Superior, Lena and
Orion mining companies.
There is
now under course of construction two
concentrating mills and two smelters,
which will handle the custom work of
the district.

$20,

Death of Mayordomo.
Vlviano Carabajal died at his home
in old town Saturday afternoon from
the effects of a severe attack of pneumonia. The deceased was BO years old
and was born In Old Albuquerque,
where he lived until the time of his
death. He was honorable, well known
and has held many positions ot trust
At the time of his death be was the
mayordemo of the acequia of old town.
Funeral took place this forenoon.

ooooooooooooooooo

NEW PANNE VELVETS
NEW ESCUHIAL APPLI- QUES '
NEW ALLOVERS
NEW FOULLARDS
NEW SHIRT WAISTS
B. 1L ELD & CO.

O
O
O
O
O

at this sale

0
0

O

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
House Furnishing Goods.

0
O
0
0
0
0 3

it

Man.dell
OF CAST

NOT AN OUNCE

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

IRON ABOUT THE

Great Majestic Range

THE GREAT MAJESTIC

2

Grunsfeld.

&

Teacher of voice and piano. Studio
at Library building. Parties desiring
to arrange for Instructions please call
from 2 p. m. to 4:30 p. m., Tuesdays
and Thursdays.
o

.

RENT OR SELL.
The Palace hotel at the Jemes Hot
opnnywmc lineal Bummci i csui i
New Mexico and only one day's ride
from Albuquerque. For particulars ad-

dress.

xxxx

XXXX
L. B. PUTNEY,

Hanan Shoes.
Spring styles Just In; better and
$6

1

ESTABLISHED 1878

OLD RELIABLE"

MRS. KATIE ZELLHOEFER.
San Pedro, N. M.

nobbier than ever;

there, fresh, bright Matting and
lugs In other rooms. Our salesrooms are a setting for a beautiful bouquet of Carpet Patterns,
a worthy welcome to the spring
of 1902. Our carpets are all high
grade ami of superior quality
and are selected to pleaso the
most artistic tastes.

mi mm

MISS IDAMcCUNE.

The pick of One Hundred Pairs of Pants at $2.50.

Means "dressing up" the house
means a new carpet here and
Hi

0000000000 000000000

o

SPRING'S ARRIVAL

WHOLESALE GROCER.

grade reduced to

W. L. Trimble, wao was up north on $5.50. Call and see the new styles
business, returned to the city last Simon Stern, the Railroad avenue clo

Carries tba Lartvtt
thier.
Flour, Grain
and float Extanalva
Rev. A. Dorcher, of Isleta, was a
Stock at.
MEN'S UNDERWEAR; HIGH QUA
Provisions.
and
passenger
through
for
Bernalillo
this
1
Staple Groceries
LITY; LOW PRICE. ROSEN WALD
the
in
used
Iron
morning.
malleable
and
Steel
found outhwest.
CarloUaapaclaltjr.
BROS.
Jose G. Chaves, the Santa Fe stock
construction of these ranges. We also
o
claim agent for th's division, is in the
Acrlcultural lands in Denilng are un
have a complete line of
FARH AND FREIGHT WAGONS.
city today.
surnassed for fertility, production of
.
.
j
TTrti
"
P
Last Saturday evening the popular fruits and vegetables of all kinds.
Albuquerque
Railroad Avenue
r
Heyday club of Belen gave a largely atwater
of
Doming
an
abundance
has
tended ball.
or
J. H. O'Rielly has gone south again tor irrigating vineyards, orchards,
BASEBURNERS
HEATING
DOUBLE
in the interests of the Washington Life gardens.
KanRas
A consignment of choice
They have no peer or rival in the Insurance company.
Mrs. H. M. Peterson and daughter City meats has just been received by
base burner world In the point of eleand son. Miss Tressie and Master Her Wm. Goetting & Co.. 207 West Gold
THE GREAT MAJESTIC
gance and high finish.
FOR THE SUMMER PLEASURE.
bert, will leave for the Pacific coast avenue.
cities in a few days.
WILL QUOTE YOU MONEY
WE
are now on sale at Matson's
Half a dozen electric cars for Los forTickets
PRICES, AND MAKE YOU
SAVING
at
Orches
club
smoker
Athletic
the
Angeles, from a St. iOuis manufactur
next.
evening
Wednesday
hall
trion
COME NOW AND
EASY TERMS.
er, passed through Albuquerque today
120 Gold Avenue.
for the California city.
OF THE LATEST
PICK
YOUR
GET
Subscribe for The Daily Citizen and
Mrs. Joseph Barnett, who has been get the news.
STYLE VEHICLES AND HARNESS.
on the sick list for the past few weeks,
o
SADDLES, ROBES, HORSE CLOTHLiquid air Is 344 degrees colder than
is reported recovering nicely and Is
now out and among her friends.
ING GOODS.WHIPS AND 8UPPLIES.
ice.
o
Hon. W. E. jjame and wife came In
REAND VEHICLE
HARNESS
new Union market and
at
Call
the
night,
and,
as
from Cerrillos last
their Ree the fine dlsnlay of fresh Kansas
SHOE- HORSE
EXPERT
PAIRING.
household effects have already been City
1
Individual tastes differ, but choice
meats. Wm. Goetting & Co., 207
shipped to this city, they will soon be
ING.
J
Gold avenue.
West
of quality never. Whether the ware
comfortably quartered here.
is sterling" or "plated," It should
It is reported that Mrs. Givens and
Colombo Hall.
N. M.
K0RBER & CO.,
be the best of its kind. Our line
three children, the oldest being only 6
For dancing parties, lectures, etc
years old, living at 511 East Silver ave- for dates apply to O. A. Matson, jgent
is very complete. We would like to
nue, are destitute and need help. Old
quote you prices.
MEN'S
TWENTY-FIVDOZEN
clothing and provisions would be ap5,000 References as to Quality of Work.
CLOVES. TAKE YOUR CHOICE FOR
preciated by these needy people.
BROS.
ROSENWALD
45
CENTS.
At the meeting of the Knights of
JEWELER.
Columbus, which was held in the
The
for The Daily Citizen an
Knights of Pythias hall, Saturday getSubscribe
the news.
Watch Inspector A., T. & S. F.
D. A. Macpherson was appointed
night,
n
r i',.
and S. F, P. Railroads.
lecturer and J. E. Tlerney, recording
COPvMiQi T
House.
Short lengths ot carpets, ranging
secretary. The society will hold their from
one to twenty yards, at half cost,
meeting on Saturday nights until arAlbert Faber. 305 Railroad avenue,
rangements can be made for the hall
o
Work Solicited From Entire Southwest.
for some other night.
We are the leaders for the hottest
r
Mrs. Lena C. Volstroff died at her stuff In the territory. Coal we mean
Official Watch Repairers A. T.
7Wholesale and Retail.
HAHN.
rooms on North Walter street, Satur- The best for your money.
S-- . V A TvTTVT
OC
,
IN
S. F. Railroads, Albuquerque.
o
Clarkville Coal Yards.
day night, with hemorrhage of the
an
Daily
Citizen
The
for
Subscribe
lungs. The deceased was 25 years old,
When In Need of Coal, Wood
i ..j
and came here from Chicago about two get the news.
months ago. with her mother, who was j
or Kindling Call Clarkwun iier iiiuii ueuiu. lue remains uie Coney
ville Yard.
being prepared
for shipment at
Wood sawed In any lengths
Strong's undertaking parlors and will
Native and Chicago Lumber.
No. 118 Railroad Avenue
S-,
V Ji-5g......
to suit.
leave tonight on the flyer for Chicago.
Mrs. L. M. Christenson. the mother of REGULAR MEALS, 25c.
always in
Orders Delivered Promptly.
Sherwin-Willia- ms
Bulldlnsr
the deceased, will accompany them.
SHORT ORDERS
!
Bept
LongDOOU9.
BLINDS,
PLASTKK
8ASH.
Wears
Thomas A. Litter, president of the
Best restaurant In the city. Opens Covers More Looks
JOHN S. BJCAVEN Prop. Pennsylvania Copper company, leaves at 5:30 a. m... closes In the evening at est ' Mont Kcououical Full Measure LIMK, CKMKNT, ULASd, PAINT, Et?
Automatic 'Phone No. 266
this evening for the east, and reports 10:30 p. m. Everything new and first
Bell Telephone No. 4
First Street and Lead Avenue. Albuquerque.
the mining outlook for the territory as class and all orders promptly filled.

Except
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night.

the Fire Box.

i
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"Art Garland"

Get Ready

Albuquerque Hardware Company,
00O00''HO'-C0-

C

IN SILVERWARE
SELECTIONS

-

--

a

Albuquerque,

J.

E

T. Y. MAYNARD,

Watch

Repair

Southwestern

O0vnIOO0OO000

Coal and Wood!

i OvTvT
OU1N a

AiN

Island Restaurant

BALDRIDGE

J. C.

W'jD

Panei

Paint

1

1

1

S

ALL PATTERNS
10

and

15

1

2

O

0
,

j

ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

M:r

'

No Shoes,

No Clothing, No Drugs, No Groceries,

iE

DAY "LHAT THEY

Broadcloths

WEST COLORINGS IN PLAIN AND MIXED EFFECTS
f ROM FIFTY CENTS THE VmRD UPWARDS

IN THE DRESS GOODS. THE FABRICS THAT WILL

.

Etamines
Albatross
Mistrels
Grenadines
Silk Warp sublimes
THESE COME IN ALL THE NE

PRICES

RNGE

Thistle Crown iJimity
Embroidered Swiss Dots
MaJra8
Pineapple Tissues

Toile Du Nord Gingham

Hungarian Madras

1

"'"

Sea island Percales
Rosalind Dinnties

S

L,8,e

Talma Datiste

ui

In-

Every day new fresh shipments are arriving. They bring a message of the coming apring, and If present
indications can be counted upon Dame Fashion will acore more than ordinary success in the way of exquisite
laces and delicate embroideries. You can see this for yourself by Inspecting advance spring showing.
NEW LACES Really the most attractive collection an approaching Hiring has ever urought us. There
and edges; together with entire new
r.r pure white Irish Guipures, Ecru Venice Galloons, Ilatlste
sets of Torchons. Valenciennes and Mechlins. The prices will please you.
Our stocks are complete. You'll be especially Interested In tho new linen e- NEW EMBROIDERIES
They are quite the daintiest of the fresh arrivals. These embroideries are superior In every respect;
tno edges are buttonholed, the cloth Is smooth and even, and the designs exclusive.
s

miks

Egyptian Tissues

economist

the economist

THE ECONOMIST

m
pi

g
5

O

2

5W

Dotted Swiss Muslin

Wash Silks
Woven Silks

Lace Lawn
Tissue ?imreme

arniosian Silk Novelties
"iSatsuma Silk Tissue
Tsatlee SHU Tissue
Persian Foulards
Silk and Linen Tissue and
Foulard Silks
l

THE ECONOMIST

x

and, Most Important of all, the Prices

D,milie
-

1

H

1p,
m

.

tted Swiss Mull
silk Panama Suitings
Dress Linens

Our Tailor Made Suits Just Arrived Come and See Them.

H

THE

5

NEW LACES AND EMBOIDERIES.

GOODS EXHHIBIT
SPRING COTTON
The Fabrics, the Weaves, the Color Combinations
n. Stripes

A. F. C. Gingham

2

1
HI

The Newest, the Best, the Cleverest' the Cream of the Market Is Here.
you. Consisting of
delight
Will
r;

O

r

NEWNESS IS NOWHERE MORE APPARENT THAN
FASHIONS-ARARRIVING DAILY.
Hfskf t Weaves
Y RKian cloths
Cheviots
Unfinished worsteds
Thihtt cloth

,

ARE

.received.

No China ware, But Everything in Dry Goods

Our Preparation?, Commenced Early Last Season, are Now Practically Complete, and Wo Invite an Early
spection of
Masrniiicent 8tock for This Spring and Summer Season Dress Goods, New and Correct.
0-:-

J-

Albuquerque,

cents

none higher.

TtE

O M 1ST
T H E E C ONewNMexico.

i
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THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

THE

economist

the economist
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HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Gallup, Cerrillos
and Bland
GALLLr.
From the Republican.
H. Neumann, the Guam trader, spent
a couple of days here.
Mrs. J. B. Moore came In from her
borne on the reservation.
Peter Rossi, who was shot through
the nose last week. Is able to be out on
the streets.
entertaining a
Mrs. Dr. Clayton
young lady friend, Miss Hillemyer,
from Shullsburg, Wis.
Engineer John t'itls. of Gibnon, visited Algodones to attend his brother's
1

wedding.

John H. Wood Is moving his effects
from Fort Wlngate and will make his

home In Gaaup.
John HarrlF, the blacksmith, won
$370 at roulette, bought a ticket to
Chicago and quit the country.
W. A. L. Tarr and his son Elwin
spent a day In Ga'.lup visiting friends.
Elwin Is In business at Jerome, A. T.
Gregory Page is improving his prop-

erty adjoining hid hotel by putting
a new front. Contractor Kennedy
doing the work.

In
Is

Two jim crow confidence men were
given thirty days each In the county
jail for turning a few small tricks.
They gave their names as II. G. Morgan and Joseph Johnson.
The Whitson Music company, of Albuquerque sold four fine pianos in Gallup last week. The town must be all
right when one or two pianos are sold
here every week.
The county commissioners have ordered two Fteel cells with a five foot
corridor. The cost delivered here will
be $2,060. They have also ordered a
fence twelve feet high built around the
Jail.
The following members of Gallup
lodge No. 13, Knig.hts of Pythtias, were
appoined on a committee on arrangements for an entertainment to be given on the evening of March 22, to celebrate the establishment of the lodge
In Gallup: Messrs. W. F. Kuchenbeck-er- ,
W. R. Rlsdon, Robert Hodgson,
Wade H. Shaw and John Arm.

Netcsy Notes

From

Exchanges

of Mrs. W. V. Fletcher, on Thursday
night of last week, is an event sull to
ne brought about. This assault Is even
more mysterious than the one recorded two or three months ago upon Mrs.
J. W. Crawford. Mrs. Crawford was
found near her dwelling a little after
dark with her face badly cut and a
number of her teeth displaced. Mrs.
Fletcher found a man In her house
when she returned home between 10
and 11 o'clock at night. In the struggle that followed In the darkened room
the man was forced from the house by
the lady upon whom his evil designs
were centered; but he persisted In his
attempts to recover lost ground, and
kept Mrs. Fletcher actively employed
guarding the do.ors and windows with
a hatchet until nearly 5 o'clock In the
morning, and then disappeared, leaving no more positive means of Identification than that of being a short,
heavily built fellow with a bloated
face. During the exciting struggle ana
thereafter when the man appeared
likely to effect an entrance the second
time. Mrs. Fletcher screamed for help,
but without avail, and so the exciting
attacks and repulses continued during
the long end trying uours. His plan of
attack and his apparent Indifference to
the possibility of succor in response
to the screams and noise of the
would lead one to believe
the marauder was either drunk or

HOTEL HIGHLAND.

J. M. flOORE

Constantine Smith, St. Louis;

R. J.
Roschle. Denver; Mrs. Simon Yon,?orf.
Mrs. August Yondorf, Chicago; E. E.
Souther, St. Ixiuls: George H. Souther,
Springfield, 111.; Edwin J. Burke, Hartford. Conn.; F. A. Putney, Denver; E.
C. Heitchen. YV. H. Kline, Las Vegas;
W. H. Taylor, Denver; F. G. Clark, El
Paso; Charles S. Hill, Denver; T. S.
Hubliell, wife and cinld, city; T. J.
George P. Heinz,
Hysham, Omaha;
Chicago; C. M. Estel and mother,
Quincy, 111.; S. N. Laughlin, California;
n. Mills. Kansas City; J. F. Mulhern.
Frank Field, Raton; Pearse Stuart, J.
D. Morris and wife. North Carolina; E.
Wllklns, Dawson, Mex.

(ESTABLISHED 188.)

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

IT MAKES WOMEN HAPPY.

I had been a sufferer for many years
from nervousness with all its symptoma
and complications ," writes Mrs. O. N.
STURGES' EUROPEAN.
Ave., New York,
A. Barmann, Los Angeles; A. L. Cox, Fisher, of 1861 Lexington going
to aee a
was constantly
Lamar, Colo.; J. S. Curry, Waco, Tex.; N. Y. "I
or purchasing medicine. My
L. Fred Klooz, Ixniisville, Ky.; Charles
Dr. Pierce's
try
to
at last induced tne
R. Long, Jr.. J. T. Pershing. Chicago;
Favorite Prescription. After taking one
F. Steinhardt, Santa Fe; Charles W. bottle and following yotir advice I was so
Maier, Peoria, 111.; Myer Henley, Ar- encouraged- that I took 'five more bottles of
I continued tak
Favorite- Prenerintion.
gentine, Kan.; E. E. Huyle, Winslow. ing
felt that I was improving faster
Ariz.; J. W. Egan. Quincy, 111.; Jesus thanItatand
first I am not now cross and irritS. Pino, Mangas; Juan M. Sanchez, able, and I have a good color in my face ;
Cubero, N. M.; A. S. Bonney, Denver; have also gained ten pounds in weight
Max Wolf, C. C. Adams, Cincinnati; Ed and one thousand pounds of comfort, for I
W. E. Dame and am a new woman once more, and your
C. Watt, Denver;
wife, city; Josl D. Sena, Santa Fe; advice and ofyour 'Favorite Prescription' U
it."
Robt. Henderson. J. S. Penrod, Albe- the cause
marle; C. E. oJnes, H. S. Walsh. Arthur Keyfftz. Denver; W. S. Goodall,
Winslow; H. S. Lawrence, Needles,
Cal.; H. E. Mills, Racine. Wis.; H. C.
Avis. St. Louis; Victor B. Bloom.
phy-aicia- n
hus-ban- d

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNALILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES.
HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES PAID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND

MANAGER OF

Albuquerque Abstract Company

GRAND CENTRAL.
Lister, city; W. T. Coats-wortThos.
Next Door to First National Bank.
Denver, Colo.; E. .T Brigham
and wife, city; F. B. Beveridge, St.
New Telephone 222.
Paul; Amado Chaves, New Mexico; D.
Slium-waR.
G.
Wagner, San Francisco;
A Legacy of the Grip
and wife. Polo, 111.; J. B. Rirards,
system. Weak- Ix)s Angeles; F. A. Neely, PhiladelIs often a
ness, nervousness, lack of appetite, en- phia; McC. Kay and son, and W. S.
ergy and ambition, with disordered Kay, Illinois; Grant Hix, Winslow,
liver and kidneys often follow an at- Ariz,; Henry Myers, Denver.
tack of this wretched disease. The
greatest need then Is Electric Bitters,
NEW METROPOLITAN.
the splendid tonic, blood purifier and
F. A. Cleveland, San Bernardino,
regulator of stomach, liver and kid Cal.; M. Ross, Celos. Ohio; F. E. and contrary to agreement, Becured the
neys. Thousands have proved tnat Whelan, Bradner, Ohio; H. T. Walsh, money from the parties to whom they
were consigned and then folded his
the Denver.
they wonderfully strengthen
tent and silently stole away. Nothing
nerves, build up the system, and restore to health and good spirits after Mr. Wheeler Got Rid of His Rheu was heard of him until he was seen
matism.
in this city Wednesday night, when
an attack of grip. If suffering, try
"During the winter of 1898 I was so the officers started on a search for
them. Only 50c. Perfect satisfaction
lame In my Joints, In fact all over my him. Silver City Enterprise.
guaranteed by all druggists.
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and over the shortest line.
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Knights of Pythias hall, in which Lie
We have added a plumbing depart
Albuquerque, N. M.
From the Herald.
ball was held. The ball took its name in this city for a long time with pul- ment and tin shop to our business
.Miss Mabel Koutledge entertained from the fact that each lady was gown- monary troubles suffered a severe
When you have anything in this line
ib.e Busy Bee society.
ed in calico and furnished her escort hemorrhage and since that time has to be done see us about it before plac
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Mrs. David Norman was over from a tie to matcn. Everybody reported a
Albemarle on business.
most enjoyable time. The net receipts two or three days when he seemed to Ing your order. Albuquerque Hard
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amounted to have
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on the Bland stage. Tom is popular about $15.
Calls attention to the fact that:
OUR AD. ROSEN WALD
READ
person for several days past but at this
all along the line.
It is the only Standard Guage Route from the United States fronBROS.
time Mrs. Swope Is also improving and
Master Joe Grace gave his young
A STEADY WORKER.
tier to Mexico City.
no fears are now entertained for her
friends a party, which was an enjoyWe Sell Coal Cheap But We Do Not
recovery.
It is the only line in Mexico that can offer the traveling public
able event.
Coffee Works Slow But Sure.
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querque and proceeded to Albemarle without an idea of the serious work it
Rojm Sleepers, lighted by Pintsch Gas.
grade
of lignite mined and is worth
does with nerves, stomach, bowels, and John Miller, a Well Known and Pop- every cent of the $5 per ton that we
the same day.
It is the only line by which you can tiavel without change from
a
G. 8. Ostrander was over from
sometimes with the eyes, heart and
HAllN.
ular Resident, Died Early This
ask for it.
City, Mo., to Mexico City.
Kansas
canyon the front end of the week kidneys. Its work Is done gradually,
Morning.
trading.
It is the only line by which you can travel without change from
that is, the poison affects the nerve John Miller, for the past five years a Demlng! Don't overlook it if you
Mrs. J. W. Carpenter and children centers a little today and a little to- resident of Santa Fe, who came here are looking for a sale and paying
St. Louis, Mo., to Mexico City.
came in from Albuquerque and are morrow and so on, and finalTy the from New York city for his health,
The lines of the Mexican Central Railway pass through 15 of the ?
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Mrs. W. H. Knight and little 'son. help.
habitants of Mexico are settled contiguous to them.
Early this ING SALE.
Mrs. Charles A. Halues.
it is rafe proposition that if a man week, while walking on the street, he ROSENWALD BROS.
Chester, left for Preseott, A. T., where
The principal mining regions receive their supplies and export
0
they will join Mr. Knight, who has a or v.'.r.iun has headaches, stomach had an unexpected and severe hem
their products over it. Chihuahua. Sierra Molada. tfanlml. Fresnlllo. Jo
We still have some big bargains in
tror.iile, or any such ailments come on orrhage, since which time he has been
good position there.
a
viuaui.-t;v- ,
R. L. Douthitt, who for the past uve at intervals, something is wrong with sinking lapldly. Mrs. Miller, who had winter underwear, suits, overcoats,
timaugv, iiataicvaii, uuaiiajuiiiu Domurerete, rucu1
uca, etc., etc.
years has had cnarge of the Wasmng-to- the food or ..ink, and this question been east on the sad errand of attend gloves and hosiery. Call and be shown.
mine at this place, is now a resi- should be investigated carefully, for ing the funeral of her mother, returned Simon Stern, the Railroad avenue
When You Travel for Business, Go Where Business Is Done.
dent of Santa Fe, having bought a nice health is the best capital anyone can Wednesday evening, to be with her
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making preparations to leave for San- will take Postum Food Coffee, properly member of the local lodge of Elks. He In the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short
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delicious
made,
for
has
iostum
Railway:
exorders, 5 cents up, 111 North First
had apparently recovered from his
ta R sa to Join her husband. She
He is survived by bis parents, street.
pects to get away inside of the next fee flavor and a deep seal brown color
Chihuahua 30,098 inhabitants; Parral 16,382; Zacatecas 34,438;
to a golden brown when people of wealth, in New York city
day or two. We regret very much to which changes
40.580; Leon 63,263;Guadalajara
Guanajuato
101,208;
Queretaro
cofadded,
is
OUR
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ARE
cream
KID
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satisfies
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and
lose this estimable family from our fee drinker without any of the bad and thither the remains will be taken GUARANTEED.
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to-midst and commend them to the good enects of coffee; on the contrary, the on the train that leave for the east
It also reaches the cities of Torreon 13,845; San Luis Potosl
husliand when the last summons came COLORS. ROSENWALD BROS.
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result of using Postum is the reliuilu-in- g
60.S58; Tampico (Mexican Gulf port) 16,313; Celar 25,565; Pachuca
excellent people.
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They Are After Him.
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37,47; City of Mexico 368,777.
by the food' elements contained in it.
The local iHlice officers are on the all kinds. Albuquerque Harware com
AN ASSAULTER OF WOMEN.
Dally Pullman service between St. Louis, Mo., and Mexico City,
Postum is a pure food beverage made hunt for C. M. Hamilton, formerly a pany.
o
A Bad Man and His Peculiar Night's by scientific food makers and can be second hand dealer in this city, and
also
between Kansas City, Mo., and Mexico City, and vice versa.
depended upon absolutely for its purity who left for parts unknown
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increase of
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o
To bring out the flavor and food El Paso for Charles Dennis, on the
W. 8. MEAD, Commercial Agent, El Paso, Texas. K
Marcial. are told by the Bee in the fob
Demlng has a magnificent school
value OKtum must be boiled at least Mimbres. Hamilton went down to El
Inwlnz article:
system.
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Paso, after he had shipped the goods,
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comprise an entirely new and unpubSOLD TO GATES.
lished series of pictures of the canyon, far surpassing any pictures here- Colorado & Southern, According to Chi- cago Keport, Has Passed Into
tofore Issued by the Santa Fe.
New Hands.
Thfj new book will le about the
John W. Gates. John J. Mitchell.
finest thing In the advertising line ever
issued by the road and the most ex- Isaac Ellwood and those associated
pensive. It will be given addeu Inter- with them in the control of the Coloest through the fact that articles about rado Fuel & Iron company appear to
the canyon are contributed by a num- have made another railroad venture.
ber of celebrated authors and trav- says a Chicago special dispatch.
It is learned from good authority
elers. Among these Is Charles S.
Gleed. of Topeka. one of the directors that they have purchased a controlling
You need all kinds of food to maintain the body. Curtail this variety
interest in the Colorado & Southern.
of the Santa Fe road.
some organ is underfed. It Is for this reason that adlet Is injurious.'
and
runs
road
from Denver, Colo., to
It is thought that tne book will be This
you cannot digest good food your stomach is out of order and needs
If
M.,
35G miles, and Its other
ready for distribution within a month. Texllne, N.
rest. You cannot go without food for that would mean starvation.
It will cost the Santa Fe about fifty division branches and extensions com
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will digest what you eat without the stomach's aid.
mileage
of 7S5. making the to
cents apiece to publish the books, and prise a
Take It and you can rest your stomach without Interrupting digestion.
length of miles operated 1.142. The
they will be distributed for a nominal tal
j t is nature sown remeay. iever ians. Anaerson Kiggs, sunny Lane,
company also owns a majority of the
sum.
Tex., says: "I was troubled with Indigestion ten years and tried many
stock of the Denver & Fort Worth rail
things and spent much money until I tried Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. I am
Saved Her Child's Life.
road and has a half Interest In the Col
now feeling better than In five years and morn like a boy than in twenty."
"In three weeks our chubby little orado Midland railway, which runs
Imtr tcoo nhnnimrl bv tinelimonlft almost from Colorado Springs to Grand Junc
to a skeleton." writes Mrs. W. Wat- - tion. Colo. The Rio Grande Western
Prppnred by B. O. DeWItt ft Co., Chicago. The ft. bottle contain H times the SOc. sire.
A ter- owns the other halt Interest of the
kins, of Pleasant City, Ohio.
When you need a soothing and healing application for piles, sores and skin
rible cough set in, that, in spite of a Mldlanu.
The mines and plants of the Colo diseases, use DeWITFS Witch Hazel SALVE. Beware of counterfeits.
rtnrtnr'a trpatmfnt for Several
weeks, grew worse every day. We rado Fuel & Iron company are all loJ. H. O RIELLY & CO., A ND B. H. BRIGUS & CO.
then used Dr. King s New inscovery cated on the line of the Colorado &
for consumption, and our darling was Southern and the Denver & Rio Grande.
soon sound and well. We are sure this By the acquisition of the Colorado &
grand medicine saved his life." Mil- Southern, the Gates syndicate means
lions know it's the only sure cure for to give all of Its business to this road,
coughs, colds and all lung diseases. All and thus greatly Increase its earnings.
druggists guarantee satisfaction, 50c,
For Over Sixty Years.
1.00. Trial bottles free.
An old and well tried remedy.
o
CHAS. MAUSAR D, Proprietor.
Mrs. Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup has
He Recommends Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy.
been used for over sixty years by
"I have used Chamberlain's Cough millions of mothers for their children
Remedy for a number of years and while teething with perfect success.
have no hesitancy In saying that it Is It soothes the child, soften the gums,
tha liPBt rpmprtv for concha, colds and allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
croup I have ever used in my family. Is the best remedy for diarrhoea. Is
I have not words to express my
pleasant tc the taste. Sold by drugMrs. J. A. gists in every part of the world.
In this remedy.
Moore. North Star. Mich. For sale oy Twenty-fivcents a bottle. Its value
Is incalculable. Be sure and ask for
all druggists.
Mrs. Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup, and
LAS VEGAS.
take no other kind.
:
:A
From the Record.
MONUMENTS.
Justus Harris, who is quite low with
All kinds of stone and mable work
typhoid fever, is reported a little bet- Prices
moderate. Shop and yard cor
ter.
ner
street and Railroad avenue
Fifth
Mrs. B. Ilfeld. of Albuquerque, after
H. Q. MAURINO.
few days Rpent In the city as the guest
o
of Mrs. J. Judell, left on the flyer for
Keep your eye on Demlng.

Digests

Railroad Topics
Engine No. 808 came in from the
eabt, en route to the Santa Fe Pacific
for service.
O. C. Straight has resinned his position as night freight clerk at the Williams depot.
The section hands on the Santa Fe
Pacific, mostly Navajo Indians, are
replaced by Mexicans.
, J. H. Slmms has gone to Winslow
for a short stay. He Is foreman of the
Santa Fe Pacific car yards.
Engineer J. V. Reynolds has returned to (talltip from his visit to California. His health is no better.
Conductor Lou King, who was Injured at Stark vllle. one oay last week,
died in the hospital at La Junta.
Engineer C. C. Reynolds, of Raton,
was called to Arizona on account of
the dangerous Illness of his brother.
General Superintendent Hurley, who
was down south on an inspection tour,
passed up the road going north last
Saturday.
J. S. Hoyle has returned to Winslow,
where he is in the employ of the Santa
Fe Pacific, after a sojourn of a day or
two here.
Jeff Ieech, a passenger brakeman on
this division, after a two months' visit
to his parents in Erie, Pa., has returned to Las Vegas.
Alex. Howie, Jr., of Gallup, has accepted the position of typographer in a
surveying corps which is now engaged
in running a line from Phoenix to

the suit of clothes we won in the raffle.
Frank still says we'll get It, though.
Tnat popular brotherhood of railway
employes, the Rrorhtrhood of locomotive Firemen, have engaged the Shaw
building. San Marclal, for the evening
of March 17, when they will give a ball
that will be a social event which
dancers cannot afford to miss. If complete arrangements, good music and
iance programs form an inducement,
y Fred Davenport, who
recently left
Socorro to undertake the engineering
work on a projected line of railroad
from Cerrlllos to some coal mines fifteen miles distant. Is reported sorely
afflicted with inflammatory rheumatism. During Mr. and Mrs. Davenport's
stay in Socorro they made many
friends who now express hearty sympathy for them In their aflict'on. Socorro Chieftain.
Willie Howard left San Marcial for
Tucson to enter the employ of the
Southern Pacific road as a machinist.
Commencing Tuesday of last week
the Southern Pacific ran all chair cars,
coaches, tourist and standard sleepers
from San Francisco to New Orleans,
and return, thus doing away with all
changes at El Paso.
This enables
through passengers to pass El Paso
without changing cars. A change of
cars is always a nuisance, and the
Southern Pacific is endeavoring to
make Its road as comfortable as possible to ride on.
Millions Put To Work.
The wonderful activity of the new
century is shown by an enormous demand for the world's best workers
Dr. King's New Life Pills. For
sick headache, biliousness,
or any trouble of stomach, liver or
kidneys they're unrivaled. Only 25c
at all druggists.
o
Favorite Nearly Everywhere.
Constipation means dullness, depression, headache, generally disordered
health. DeWitt's Little Early Risers
stimulate the liver, open the bowels
and relieve this condition. Safe, speedy
nd thorough. They never gripe. Favorite pills.

be-In- g

Benson, Ariz.

The Southern Pacific painting gang
Is busily at work giving the Lordslmrg
depot a fresh coat of paint. This does
not look much like the promised enlargement of that depot.
Brakeman W. H. Strong, who has
been in hospital and at San Jacinto
Springs for treatment, has returned to
Needles, ready to resume battle with

box cars and "freezers."
Fireman Deveraux has returned to
Ias Vegas from Lamy, where he has
been working for a few days on the
mountain, in place of Fireman Schultz,
who has again reported for duty.
Engine No. 2197, formerly on the Ice
run ai Las Vegas, has been sent down
to the Waldo branch, to work in place
of engine No. 2405, which has been
sent in to the local shops for repairs.
L. M. Hardy succeeded 11. O. Clark
as general superintendent of the whole
..
i
M V.
IfiooniiKl i Donifln
o, nc
iiits nuu a
i a, in- - unt
iiiioouiii
large experience with both the Union
Pacific and the Denver & Ria Grande
1
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A littlo flurry of excitement occurred
at the Needles Harvey house the other
A man was extracting the
evening.
shells from a Winchester rifle, when
the weapon was discharged, the bullet
passing throuuh the floor uncorr.forta'
bly close to those who were watching
the process.
The Atchison Globe Is printing hints
trom the Hralemen's
on etiqiit-ttHome Journal. Here Is one of them:
a pent takes a lady to a ball It Is
'If
proper, about 11 o'clock, for him to
coupb up with her. switch her down to
a restaurant aiM coal nor up witn an
e

.oyster stew.'
Tom I Indies, who has been conductor on the, Moretul Southern ever
since train.-- ran over the road, was in
the citv the lattei part of last ween
n route to 1'ibl.ee. for a visit. He was
limnii.L'. which was caused by an ac
H,lei!t!!v discharged bullet from a gun
he was "hanillini?. which scraped his
foot l.c.rclsburg Liberal.
Tim Sniurm Chieftain says: L. M
Laslcv and W. Mitchell were in the
citv Tuesdiv. Mr. Lasley had just
trip east. He
returrd from a business
stntPii that there is now i.eing con
strutted a transcontinental a., railroad
to tan
tr. hvIhikI from NoitclK,
rie-.:o- .
Cal.. which will intersect the
Santa Fe at or mar Socorro.
The Williams News says: Frank
Dawson, who was implicated in the
charge of breaking a seal last October,

DDyspepsuQ

Cur co

e

-

Chicago.

Frank Roy has filed suit

In

the

dis-

trict court against the board of county

that place.

Rile--

,

hearing will be held before George
P. Money, referee, In the consolidated
mechanics' lien claims of Wagner &
Myers. Ludwig Ilfeld, W. H. Jobe and
the Muscatine Sash and Door company upon the Crockett building. Messrs.
Spless. Reed and Hayden represent
the claimants, and A. A. Jones Mr.
A

e

Costiouss

21st.

Blood PoSsosi

There is no poison so highly contagious,
so deceptive and so destructive. Don't bt
too sure you are cured because all externa)
6igns of the disease have disappeared, and
the doctor says you are well. Many persons have been dosed with Mercury and
Potash for months or years, and pronounced cured to realize when too late
that the disease was only covered up
driven from the
Uko Bogota Liko. surfiU.e
to break
out again, and to their sorrow and mortification Cud those nearest and dearest to
them have been infected by this loath-sonidisease, for no other poison is sc.
surely transmitted from parent to child
s this. Often a bad case of Rheumatism,
Catarrh, Scrofula or severe skin disease,
an cid sore or ulcer duvelnjjing in middle
life, can be traced lo blood poison con- in3cariy Tit Sln
tho Pa9toU
life, for it remains smoldering in the system forever, unless properly treated and
driven oui in the beginning
S S S II
the only antidote for tins peculiat virus,
the only remedy known that can overcome it and drive it out of the Mood, nnd
it docs this so thoroughly and effectually
thai there is never a return of the disease
to embarrass or humiliate you afterward
cures Contagious Wood
Poison lu any and all
c

ot

stages;

contains

no

mineral to break down
your constitution : it is
blood puri
Enrely vegetable and the only
that cleanses the Mood and
at the same time builds up the general
health.
Our little book on contagious Mood
poison is the most complete and instructive ever issued, ,it not only tells all
about this disease, but also how to cure
yourself t home. It is free and should
was taken to Flagstaff last Sunday be in the hands of everyone seeking
night by Constable Andrews, to await cure Send for it
im
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO ATLANTA 01,
jui. getting
the action ot tne granu ever
him went our last hope of

The general postoffice inspector for
this district. C. L. Doran. has been out
looking after Uncle Sam's Interests In
the vicinity of the office lately robbed
In the south country by the bloomin
hold-umen. He didn t return with
pockets filled with banditti, but he
would like to get hands on a few dozen
May be he can Inbad highwaymen.
duce his Uncle Samuel to put up some
decent rewards for their heads.

Saved Him From Torture.
There is no more agonizing trouble
than piles. The constant itching and
burning make life intolerable. No position is comfortable. The torture is
unceasing.
DeWitt's Witch Hazel
Salve cures piles at once. For skin
diseases, cuts, burns, bruises, all kinds
of wounds it is unequalled. J. S. Oerall,
St. Paul, Ark., says: "From 18i;." 1
suffered with the protruding, bleeding
piles and could find nothing to help
me until 1 used DeWitt's Witch Hazel
Salve. A few boxes completely cured
me." Beware of counterfeits. J. H.
O'Reilly & Co., B. 11. Biiggs & Co.

The Largest and Best Flour Mills In New Mexico. Flour and bran In car
Lots a Specialty.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Excursion
ito Florida

'

Martin Lohman. of Las Cruces; C. L.
Ballard, of Roswell, and W. C Barnes,
of Dorsey, were In the city attending
a meeting of the cattle sanitary board,
held in the office of Secretary J. A. La

e

half-ton-

Liquid Air
Experiments

"The cars now will be operated only
to El Paso, where a change will be
made and fresh cars boarded on the
other side of the border. The recent
railroad legislation in Mexico might Crockett.
While Joe Sena and wife were out
have caused such a change later, but it
street
did not figure seriously with us in riding their house on Eighth money,
causing the abandonment of our ser- was entered and robbed, some
jewelry and provisions being taken. A
vice."
night or so ago two parties came again
Fe,
railroad
of
Santa
the
action
The
men say. will be a strong object lesson to the house, thinking nobody was at
to those who have for years been advo- home. When they tried to force an
cating through cars and trails from entrance Mr. Sena shot through the
door and the bullet hit one of the
the Atlantic to the Pacinc.
Travelers prefer to change cars for thieves as a trail of blood led towards
tne sake of nealth and comfort on the west side the next morning. No ar
these long journeys. Few railroad men, rests have been made yet.
knowing the feeling of the public in
tiie Optic.
the matter, have ever favored any of From
James Duncan, Jr.. is to be Post
tne many transcontinental passenger master
Flood's ' deputy and not his
train propositions.
clerk.
It is likely that the kock isiana win
Judge Wooster appraised the fire
in a few months establish a line of damage
on the prairie near Wright's
sleeping cars between Chicago and El
Paso, Texas, with connection for tne ranch to be about $15.
Fred FornofT, deputy United States
City of Mexico.
marshal, and O. L. Doran, postoffice
Inspector, left for Mora, where they
PRESS PROOFS RECEIVED.
will attend to government business in
Santa Fe Issuing an Expensive Booklet their respective capacities.
About Grand Canyon.
D. T. Hosklns, cashier of the San
beautiful press Miguel National hank, was released
About seventy-fivcuts from quarantine. Dr. Mohr. In the at).
proofs of the
to appear In the forthcoming Santa Fe sence of City Physician Black, signed
book about the Grand canyon oi Ari- the certificate of release.
zona were received at the office of
Chief B. Ruppe. of Albuquerque
General Passenger Agent W. J. Black, president of the New Mexico assocla
proofs
Topeka.
These
Fe,
of the Santa
t'on of volunteer firemen, will be an
honored guest of the E. Romero fire
company at the carnival ball on the
e

"TP-"-- "?

commissioners of San Miguel county to
recover the sum of $1,000.
Edward F. Hobart and wife, of Santa Fe, have transferred to Olof F. Olson, a resident of San Miguel county,
a parcel of land located In the vicinity
of the experimental station. Consideration, $200.
Mrs. Charles Watson received word
Dozens of paradoxical feats
that her brother, Carl Howard, was
very ill and not expected to live, at ENJOYMENT
INSTRUCTION
Mrs. Watson
Chickasha. Oklahoma.
NOVELTY
accompanied by her husband, left for

it is occupied.

full-pag-

MILLS

conn-denc- e

Tells Why the Santa Fe Has Abandoned Mexican Pullmans.
In speaking of the abandonment of
the through ianta Fe Pullman service
from Chicago to the City of Mexico,
Passenger Traffic Manager Nicholson
of the Santa Fe says:
"Our expeiience in this service has
taught us that there can be such a
thing as too long a line; that there is
a limit to which you may keep travelers In a car conveniently and comfortably.
"Our most serious trouble and the
principal cause of the abandonment of
the scheme was our inability to keep
the cars in a proper sanitary condition
during the entire trip. This cannot be
done while

wipe

Stomach Troubloo.

All

MAUSARD'S

EXPLANATION.

NICHOLSON'S

roads.
The Southern Pacific company Is preparing to build at least two more side
tracks on the south side of their tracks
in Jpemiu. This will necessitate the
moving of their Cottages east of where
they now are.
Freight Conductors Crawford and
Tyler returned to San Marclal from
Topeka, where they have been for several weeks on grievance committee
business. Mrs. Tyler accompanied her
husband home.
J. W. McCoach, whose present official duties are that of auditing the accounts of station agents on the Juarez
division of the Mexican Central railway, visited his family at San Marcial
during the week.
The engineering corps of H. A. Sumner, chief engineer of the El Paso &
Northeastern railway, passed through
Las Vegas lrom Santa Rosa, en route
to SprinRor, to work on the extension
of the Rock Island.
Engineer J. B. Girand, William H.
Lockridge. Fred Hesse and M. J.
left Williams for Ash Fork,
south of which point they will be engaged for some days on important
work for the Santa Fe company.
Superintendent Simmons of the Arizona & New Mexico road has sufficiently recovered from his attack of
pneumonia to be out. He left Lords-burfor Lcs Angeles last week for a
change ot climate and a 6hort rest.
The citizens of Tombstone, Ariz., are
determined to have a railroad and if
the El Paso & Southwestern does not.
build to that place from Fairbank, a
movement will soon be started to build
a road from El Paso, via Tombstone,
to Tucson and Phoenix.
The San Marclal Bee says: It there
is a health officer anywhere within a
thousand miles, he could render the
community a great service by com
pelling the push of the Harvey house
system to suppress the sewer nuisance
so rampant at their institution here
Superintendent John Denair has
made a great success or his experl
ment3 in boring for water on the
Mohave desert He has put down wells
at convenient points all along the
Santa Fe Pacific, and as a result the
company has all the water they can

i

what you
Eat

We nrc organizing nn excursion to Florida, to leave
Denver, 10 p. m., Tuesday, January 28.
Round trip rate, Denver to Jacksonville, $67.50.
Return limit, June 1, 1902.
The excursion will be personally conducted and
nn unequalled opportunity of escaping the. discomforts of a Colorado winter and enjoying, in their
place, the soft skies nnd balmy air of the sunny south.
I'ooklet giving full information given on request.

al-for- ds

( Am Icicle of Fran Alcohol
Driving a nail with a hammer made of
mercury
THE MARVEL OF THE AGE.
Air as a liquid. 312 degrees below
zero!
Freezes alcohol, burns steell
Boils on ice, etc.

COLUMBO HALL
Thursday, Feb. 20,
8 O'Clock

Prices

50

cents,

75

cents and

Tickets and reserved seats at
son's book store.

$1.00.
Mat- -

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
MINING ENGINEER.
V. V. CLARK,
Mining and Metallurgical engineer
10S West Gold avenue, Albuquerque,
N. M.

Specialties Reports, surveys and
mans; plans and reduction works;
mini's and mining investments; second,
hand mining machinery; custom as
Faying and analysis.
DENTISTS
E. J. Alger, D. D. S.
ARMIJO BLOCK, over Ilfeld Brothers.
Office hours: 8 a. m. to 12 p. m. ; 1:30 p. m
to a p. m. Automatic ti'lrphone No. 4t2.
Appointments made by mall.
LAWYERS

Cernard
ATTOR.nKY-AT-LA-

IBS
ilLMJ

Ticket Office 1039 17th St.

f

G. W. VALLERY, General Agent,

DENVER.

i

00000000C
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I BEARRUP BROS. & CO....

Albright Place, Moun
tain Road....
....Your Patronage Solicited.

WOOL PULLERS.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

oooooooecoo oootooooooocoi)
oooooocoooooo

ZEIGER CAFE
QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietor

S. Rodey

Albuquerque, N.

M. 1'rnmpt attention Kiven to all business
Will pracp. rtiiiniiiK to the proft shIoii.
tice In all courts of the territory and be-

fore the United fclutes land office.

-

BAR AND- CLUB ROOMS

I. M. Bond

FINEST WHISKIES. IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WINES & COGNAC.
42 F Btre.t. N.
Pensions, lands,
Washington. 1.
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
patents, copyrights, eavials, letters patent, I r ule marks, claims.
Finest and Best Imported and Domestic Cigars
o
D.
Lee
William
Fleming ships over 100.000 head of
Office, room 7.
cattle annually; Is the center of the N.ATTORN
III practice in
Armijo bolliling.
greatest breeding region In the south- all T.
territory.
of
the
lliu courts
west and cattle men all know this.
Wm.
R. W. D. Bryan
First street
Mrs. Albright, the Artist,
BALLING imoii., Proprietors.
Albuquerque, N.
ATTORNEY
Is again in her studio, 113 North Third M office. First National Bank building-- .
street. Parties who wish fine work in
Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty
Automatic 'phone 574.
Frank W. Clancy
artistic photography, should call and
.
2 and 3,
rooms
LAW,
ATTORNEY-216
Beeond Street.
South
leave their orders for the new carbon N. T. Armijo building. Albuquerque, N.M.
We desire patronage, and we
Albuquerque. Is. Met.
photo, the latest in photographic are.
guarantee flrs'-clasbakintr.
E. W. Dobson
207 S. First street, Mbuquerque, N. M.
Bring in your tinware and have it
ATTORNEY-AT-I.AOffice, Cromrepaired. Albuquerque Hardware com- well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
Have you seen that blue enameled
pany.
steel ware at the Albuquerque Hard- WHEN IN SAN MAKCIAL
John H. Stingle,
ATTORNEY-AT-LACromwell block ware company's store. It Is the most STOP AT
Demlng Is the great mining center Albuquerque,
N. 11.
beautiful and ornamental ware ver
of the southwest
The
seen In Albuquerque.
PHYSICIANS
ONLY SECOND CLASS HOUSE
Demlng needs one hundred new
Those dancing doils used for Christ- IN TOWN
houses to supply the demand, and
Dr. J. E. Bronson
mas window display now for sale at
needs them now. This demand conHomeopathic Physician,
Helm &
Whiting Block. the Economist.
Room 17,
tinues to grow.
ATTORNEY-AT-I.AY.

oorjocooooococoocco
PIONEER BAKERY

--

Glaesner,
Tailor.

--

a

Wigwam Saloon
Story, Props

8
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H. O. Salisbury went to Cerrillos
tnis morning.
Miss Nancy King, after a visit here
of a few weeks, has returned to Chi-

U

THIS LINE OF SHOES YOU
GET JUST A LITTLE
BETTER
QUALITY, PRETTIER STYLES, AND
IN

DEAL

MORE COMFORT

THAN YOU FIND ANYWHERE ELSE
AT THE SAME PRICE.
WE HAVE
.

THEM WITH LIGHT TURN, MEDIUM
HEAVY

M'KAY

AND

GOODYEAR

WELT EXTENSION 80LES.
THEY
ARE RIGHT AND WE GUARANTEE

$2.50

IT.

ALL SEASONS ALIKE

Special Sale of Felt Shoes
We still have a nice line left and offer them at the following reduced prices:
Ladies' Dongola, Flannel Lined, at $1.25, $1.50, $1.75, choice for 95 cents
Ladies' Felt and Quilted Slippers, $1. $1.25 and $1.50, choice for 80 cents.
Men's Felt Slippers, $1.25, $1.35, $1.50, all for 95 cents.

several

Albright's Shoes
for Children
Jaeger's Underwear

W. Railroad Ave.
Telephone 259.

Fancy
Nainsooks

Big Lot

Big lot checked and striped
Nainsooks, regular price 7V6c.
Tuesday and Wednesday's price
will be

checks and stripes. All are
excellent value for 10 cents,
their regular price.
Tuesday
and Wednesday's price is
In

8j

ASSORTMENT OF
S
AND DESIGNS is the
lot we Intend to sell for 12V4 and

c

Piques &
Welts

25 dozen full size bed spreads,
pretty pattern and excellent quality sell for $1 regularly. Tuesday and Wednesday's price will

be

Too, have their prices. You can
buy excellent values In this sale
on Tuesday and Wednesday for
10c, 12'2l 15c, 17'2c, 20c, 25c, 30c
and upwards.

89c each
Turkish Towels

Sale Prices
White
White
White
White
White

10 dozen Turkish towels, bleached, size 15x30, regular 10 cent
towel.
Tuesday and Wednesday's price will be

ON

Organdies
Batistes

Long Cloths
Swises
Dimities

5c each

oooooooooon

visiting

and

10c yd
Bed Spreads

6cyd

knights attended,
among whom was L. A. Grant, of Los CXDCOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
Angeies.
Trees, Vines, Roses, Lilacs.
Saturday afternoon Ralph Peterson,
About March o the choicest stock
me 8 montns old son of Mr. and Mrs. will be Bold at Whitcomb's, corner of
William Peterson, died at his parents Eighth street and Tijeras avenue at
nome on East street, of brain fever. the following prices:
The funeral was held Sunday after
Apples, 2 year; peaches, 1 year;
noon from the residence. Interment ft., 25 cents each.
was made at Fairview cemetery.
Pears, plums and cherrys, 7 ft.,
Edwin and lillbert Peltier, two bro- 45 cents each.
Apricots and nectarines,
thers, have started In the plumbing
ft, 40
and heating business at 206 West Gold cents each.
avenue, and both being practical workAsh, box elder, elm, honey locust,
men they will succees. They announce poplar, 8 ft., 60 cents up.
Two year grape vines, 12 V4 cents.
as telr motto: "Live and let live."
Three foot lilac, 40 cents.
and if these words are carried out by
Two year roses, 40 cents up.
the new firm it will mean a whole lot
to the people of the city. .
TWENTY-FIVDOZEN
MEN'S
George W. Smith, superintendent of CAPS THAT
WORTH
ARE
FROM 50
power
motive
and division master me- CENTS TO 75 CENTS; SALE PRICE,
chanic of the Santa Fe, now located at 25 CENTS. ROSENWALD BROS,
San Bernardino, Cal.. and who has
o
been spending a few days in the city,
Hot Tamales Every Night.
went west last night accompanied by
At the Metropolitan (Billy Berry's
J. F. Palmer, a representative of the place) hot tamales will
be served
Galena Oil company, located at Frank- every
night. Families wishing tamales
lin, Pa. The Galena company furnishes
all the lubricating oil used on the can order by telephone.
whole Santa Fe system.
The finest meat in the city can be
E. E. Souther, president of the E. E.
found
at the new Union market, 207
Souther Iron company. St. Louis, and WeBt Gold
avenue. Everything new,
George H. Souther, of the bangamon clean
and fresh.
loan and Trust company, of Serine- o
field. 111., were in the city last Saturday
FOR COOKING
and were Introduced at the Commer HA UN'S handscreened Gallup lump at
cial club. The gentlemen are brothers S5 per ton Is unexcelled.
and both are we.i pleased with Albuo
querque from a commercial point of
New England Bakery.
view. While here R. P. Hall showed
Wedding cakes, bread and pastry of
them courtesies. Tney continued west every description. Send us your order.
to California last night.
t
o
Liquid air will freeze iron so that it
The Los Angeles Times contains a
as
glass.
long article on the death of William is as brittle
Demery, the largest Elk lu the world,
he topping the scales at ovjer 350
pounds. He was supposed to be in most
excellent health, but when he returned
to Los Angeles from a business trip
to Arizona, he was taken sick and soon
thereafter Blight's disease In an ag ELGIN
gravated form developer, resulting in
White Clover butter, 35c pound.
his death. Mr. Demery visited AlbuPure Creamery butter, 30c pound.
querque as a commercial representa
tive, and is therefore known to tne
NATIONAL CAPITAL COFFEE
Local Elks.
Extra fancy Mocha and Java, 40c
pound.
RENOVENE.
Grocer's best Mocha and Java, 30c
Carpet Cleaning.
poucd.
on the floor. No taking up heavy car
Very good Mocha and Java, 23 cents
pets, no tearing and rotting bv hot
pound.
steam cleaning, no removing furniture
rrom tne room, no dust.
Very good coffee, 20c pound.
Itenovene removes all dirt, grease
Best Golden Rio, 15c pound.
spots, drives away the moths, restores
the original colors and disinfects the FINE TEAS
room by killing all disease germs.
50 cents, GO cents and 75 cents pound
My men have already renovated a
great many of the best homes in Al
Ask for coupon and avail yourself
buquerque.
of our porcelain china premium.
Satisfaction guaranteed or no pay.
Address H. C. COMPTOX, the Reno- vene man, general delivery, city; or
telephone Bell No. 47. Automatic, 558.
212 West Gold Avenue.
o
City Pound Sale.
On Tuesday, February 18. at 10
o'clock a. m., at the city pound. I will
D. W. LANE,
sell a buckskin horse, about Ave years
old. branded 3 on left hip and an indistinct brand on left foreleg.
THOS. McMlLLIN.
S10 S. Edith St
City Marshal.

that are
worth 8
yard. Tuesday and
Wednesday's price will be
c

3c

yd

Wednesday's prices will be

PAT-TERN-

15 cents yard.
Tuesday
Wednesday's price will be

checks and stripes are regular
goods. We will tell Tuesday and Wednesday for

Big lot of India Linons

BIG LOT INDIA LINONS, regu-ula- r
10c grades. Tuesday and

yd

BIG

In
8

India Linons

Nainsooks

5c yd
Nainsooks

.

Nos. 118 and UO South Second St.

for Women

And the February Sale Price We Will Place On Them For
TUESD.VY AND WEDNESDAY ONLY
February the 1 8th and 19th.

Hon. Martin Lohman, of Las Cruces,
stopped oft In the city Saturday between trains on his return from a visit
to Las Vegas. Mr. Lohman says that
las Uruces will be an Incorporated
town by the time that summer arrives
again
A most Interesting meeting was held
last Saturday night by the Albuquer
que council. Knights of Columbus, and

& CO.

Pinjree & Smith's
(Shoes

WHITE GOODS

to us, In one respect, Inasmuch as we
can furnish high grade canned and bottled goods, put up when quite fresh,
with great care in handling, of selected
quality, hermetically sealed to prevent
deterioration in flavor corn, peas,
peaches, pears, olives the list is too
long to mention here and the price is
corro.
amazingly low, cons.dering value.

J. L. BELL

8 urciD s co.

a Corsets

Butterick
Patterns
Black Cat Hose
Centemeri Gloves!

John T. narraclough. Interested in
the Crystal Ice works and other Albuquerque enterprises, will leave for his
home In Oakland. Cal., tonight.
Juan M. Sancheis, of Cubero, and
Jesus S. Pino, of Mangos, two well
known ranchmen of their sections, are
In the city today purchasing supplies.
Jose D. Sena, clerk of the territorial
supreme court, was here last night
from Santa Fe. He is talked of as the
republican candidate for mayor of Santa Fe.
Mrs. M. W. Flournoy and her popular daughter, Nell Flournoy, have re
turned to the city after a pleasant sojourn of a few weeks In southern Cali
fornia
Rev. George H. Brewer, the Baptist
church missionary tor New Mexico and
Arizona, has departed for Arizona, via
El Paso, and expects to be absent sev
eral weeks.
J. B. Fish, who was at Belen doing
some work on the long distance tele
phone for the Mutual Automatic Tele
phone company, has returned to his
duties here.
George H. Kraus, who clerked in
Alounuerque a year ago. now with the
Underhtll Manufacturing company, of
Denver, Colo., Is In the city Interview- ing his customers.
Isaac Cox. a menfber of the plumbing
firm of Brockmeler & Cox, with his
wife, returned yesterday morning from
southern California, where they en
joyed several months' vacation
George S. Arnot. the well 'known
manager of the local house of Gross,
Kelly & Co., who visited his familv
at Las Vegas over Sunday, returned
to the territorial metropollc last night.
Prof. Jones, of the School of Mines
Socorro, is in the city today. He says
everything is all right at the school,
and that the farmers are now plowing
aiontne valley in the vicinity of So-

Shoes
GOOD

w.

cago.

Ladies1

A
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6ic

That sells regularly for 30c yd.
and is an excellent value for
that money, Tuesday and Wednesday's price will be

23c

yd

Lace Offering
In this white goods sale on
Tuesday and Wednesday we will
put out 1,000 yards ov Valenciennes Lace, a regular 5 cent
grade, for

2icyd
yards to a customer on
Tuesday and Wednesday for
Ten

Lonsdale Muslin

8Jcyd
i

.

-

LAST CALL

6-- 7

,
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CITY NEWS.

woman's $2.50 shoe has first comfort,

then style, made over the newest lasts.

Demlng, the gateway to the best Come in and look at them. C. May's
popular priced shoe store, 208 West
part of Old Mexico.
Window shades in all colors and Railroad avenue.
Buy your blankets and comforters
widths at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
Deming, the railroad center of New of Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Demlng, the coming city of New
Mexico.
Mexico.
Fresh Cut Flowers.
o
IVES, THE FLORIST.
Spring
Goods.
.This Is a good time for the ounce of
Our spring stock is beginning to arprevention. Chamois vests at Wilrive. Look at our spring style Knox
liams, 117 West Railroad avenue.
hats, stiff and soft, from $2.50 to $5.
We have a nice assortment ot stoves
and tinware and do all kinds of work Simon Stern, the Railroad avenue cloin tin, etc. Wm. Gibbs, 212 Gold ave- thier.
nue.
ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "PRIDE
NEW SHIRT WAISTINGS
OF RIO GRANDE'' FLOUR FROM O
0
O
NEW PERCALES
0
CALIFORNIA WHEAT.
FLOUR IS 0
NEW GINGHAMS
0
EQUAL TO COLORADO'S BEST.
NEW LAWNS
0
0
O
your
Don't abuse
B. ILFELD & CO.
feet. It is our
0
claim that a shoe made to the outlines
of the foot is at once shapely and has
o
better wearing qualities than one deDeming water Is chemicallv nuro
signed for pleasing effect only. Our equal to Polan Springs.

oooooooooa aaooaaaoo
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Birthday and
Wedding Gifts
EVERITT, The Diamond Palace
RAILROAD AVENUE

3O0000000000000000000000000
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We Want
To Show

r

.

i

You
com-j-kt- e

E. L.

JH v ;

.

-

Have your measure taken
now while the line is unbroken. We guarantee a fit.

street.

it

are an Demg soia out at Dig pnee reductions, and it will
pay you to come to us for these goods.
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J. W.
From J. W. Dougherty, general secretary V. M C. A.. Dubuque, Iowa: We Progressive Mortician and
Em
have Just had at our May festival two
balmer.
evenings of profitable entertainment
demonstrations of the wonders of li- Open day and night.
Calls are
quid air. These were voted b the peopromptly
attended
to.
ple of Dubuque. Iova. to be the most
entertaining and educational lectures
Also Bell Monuments
and demonstrations ever given in this
Office and parlor
N. Second
city.
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ON STERN

The Railroad Avenue Clothier
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Whitney
WHOLESALE

SHELF
HEAVY

AND

Company
DEALERS IN

HARDWARE

WAGON WOOD WORK. IRON PIPE FITTINGS. BRASS GOODS and
GENERAL STEAM AND WATER SUPPLIES.
MANUFACTURERS OF GALVANIZED
CORNICE
AND SHEET
METAL GOODS.
WRITE TO US FOR PRICES.
PLUMBERS,
SANITARY
STEAM AND GAS FITTERS.
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Leave word at Ruppe's or Wil-Piano Owners, Attention!
Mr. Hall is arranging for an extenliamc' Drug Store, and will call
sive tour of the southern towns. Any X with samples.
one having a piano to be tuned will favor us by sencng In order as soon as
possible, that we may give same the
necessary attention without delay and Old 'Phone
New 'Phone
prior to Mr. Hall's departure.
59.
152
HALL & LEARNARD.

Washburn.
122 South Second

Overcoats and Ulsters,
Suits and Trousers,
Heavy Underwear and Hosiery,
Winter Gloves and Mittens,
Flannel and Percale Shirts

WALL PAPER.

1000 Pieces of
Suitings
.V j'ort

E

National Capital Store,

ths most extensive and
line of Spring and Summer samples for M E N'S
SUITS ever displayed in
this city.
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We Sell

Diamonds, Silverware, Cut Glass, largest 6tock of the
finest jewels. Lowest prices.
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Your last chance to buy Winter Goods at about
value is now at hand, as they are rapidly disappearing from our shelves and counters.
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South First St.

Albuquerque,

New Mexico

Soocoocoooooooooocxxxxxxyx
MONEY TO LOAN.
MONEY TO LOAN
On diamonds, watches, etc.. or any
goods
good security; also househeV
stored with me; strictly confidential.
On diamonds, watches or any good
Highest cash price paid for household
security. Great bargains in watches
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
T. A. WH1TTEN. 114 Gold avenue. of every description.
A. H. YANOW,
Demlng has now a large ice plant
209
Second
street, few doors
South
and electric light system under
north of

